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Executive Summary
In undertaking the A4128 Route Strategy, Jacobs Babtie have sought to embrace the key
issues that affect the communities and stakeholders within the study area. Their interests are
central to over 100 recommendations contained within this document, and the implementation
of these measures will enhance the safety and functionality of the route, whilst protecting
those who live, work and study in the area. They will also be of benefit to recreational visitors,
who remain very important to the area.

The A4128 is not suitable for through traffic, as more appropriate alternatives exist within the
county network. This study has therefore examined the route’s role in the local hierarchy, and
questioned whether this should be redefined to reflect the type of traffic that uses it. This is a
timely analysis of the route’s role, as Buckinghamshire County Council’s (BCC) Area Four
Speed Limit Review will complement this and reinforce the improvements being proposed.

The route between High Wycombe and Great Missenden is essentially rural in character, yet
the six year accident record analysed as part of this study has demonstrated that physical
changes are essential to improve safety and reduce the environmental impact of increasing
traffic volumes and speeds. Such changes need to be sympathetic to the area, and should
therefore be designed to introduce safety improvements without adding unnecessary
urbanisation.

Several key issues have emerged from the study, and these are central to the
recommendations described in Section 8 of this document. These issues are:
•

A lack of safety resulting from excessive speeds throughout the study area;

•

Poor visibility for drivers and pedestrians;

•

Drivers using inappropriate routes to avoid delays on the A4128;

•

Illegal parking in Prestwood High Street and near Great Missenden station;

•

Inadequate footway provision north of Great Kingshill;

•

Sub-standard junction designs in High Wycombe.

Whilst many of these problems are linked, it is considered that excessive speed is the biggest
threat to safety along the A4128. The route does not have enough features to slow drivers
down and make them aware of the hidden dangers that exist in a rural area where the
vulnerability of pedestrians, and school children in particular, is exposed.

The A4128 is not a major strategic route, yet its physical make-up does not currently support
its desired role. The measures outlined in this document can be prioritised to improve safety,
and thus enhance the communities through which the A4128 passes.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

A4128 Route Strategy

1.1.1

Jacobs Babtie was commissioned in May 2004 by Buckinghamshire County Council
(BCC) to develop a route strategy for the A4128 between High Wycombe and Great
Missenden. Consultation with local stakeholder groups was central to the study as this
allowed the work to be focussed on the more significant issues affecting local
communities.

1.1.2

The study commences at the junction with the A40 in High Wycombe to the south and
ends at the junction with the A413 in Great Missenden. It also discusses issues relating
to High Street and Aylesbury Road in Great Missenden as these are directly affected by
the A4128 itself. Similarly, the issue of rat-running along Green Lane and Lodge Lane in
Prestwood is considered. The corridor is approximately 12.5 km in length and the extent
and location of the study area is shown in Appendix A.

1.1.3

The objective of the study is to take a comprehensive view of the corridor to consider
what traffic management proposals could be considered for implementation. More
specifically, the study examines traffic conditions, speed flow, safety and examines the
role of the A4128. The specific requirements and objectives of the study are as follows:
•

Assess the role and function of the A4128 within the Strategic Highway Network;

•

Review the role of the development control policy;

•

Review existing traffic count, speed and accident data;

•

Commission new surveys if required;

•

Identify opportunities to reduce traffic speed;

•

Identify opportunities and costs to improve conditions for pedestrians/cyclists;

•

Review and incorporate a strategy to rationalise signage;

•

Assess opportunities, costs and feasibility of improving public transport use;

•

Consult with public transport service operators and the Council’s passenger
transport section;

1.1.4

The above objectives have to be compatible with County, District, National and
Regional policies and guidance. The development of the A4128 strategy should be
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compatible with any strategies that exist for the A40 to the south and A413 to the
north of the study corridor.

1.1.5

The route strategy will assist in the development of detailed proposals that can be
included into the Council's programme of works through the ‘Local Safety and Area
Strategy Schemes Programme’.

1.2

Structure of the Report

1.2.1

Following this introduction, the report is structured to describe each of the main
stages of the study. Recommendations are highlighted throughout the report and are
illustrated, where appropriate, with plans to help identify the key issues in each
location. It has been conducted in six stages as described below:

1.2.2

Section 2 – Research and Consultation
In order to gain a full understanding of the issues that should be considered by this
corridor study, a combination of a desktop study, fieldwork and consultation with
stakeholders was carried out. The results of the research and consultation are
reviewed in Section 2. This covers general policy affecting the whole corridor.

1.2.3

Section 3 – Development Proposals
This section examines the developments that will affect the corridor and provides the
basis for any expected traffic generation.

1.2.4

Section 4 – Public Transport Overview
This element of the report provides an overview of the public transport provision
throughout the study corridor. Existing bus information is provided in this section.

1.2.5

Section 5 – Accident Overview
A general review of the accident statistics along the corridor is provided together with
a chart indicating the location and number of accidents along the A4128 corridor at
each junction over a six year period. It also examines a separate, more recent eight
month period.

1.2.6

Section 6 – Traffic Data
A general review of the A4128 traffic count and speed data was analysed as part of
the study.

1.2.7

Section 7 – Environmental Issues
This section provides an overview assessment of light, noise and air pollution issues
affecting the study corridor.
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1.2.8

Section 8 – A4128 Route Assessment & Strategy
This one chapter covers the majority of the study and deals with the route
geographically, section by section. Each route section in this chapter includes the
following:
•

Base Condition Assessment - describes the main observations of the section,
covering issues such as junction design, visibility, speeding , rat-running, parking
and safety;

•

Photographs;

•

Traffic and speed issues – discusses observations from site visits and where
relevant, looks at specific traffic counts and speed surveys in the section;

1.2.9

•

Accident overview for the section;

•

Pedestrian & cycle facilities in the section;

•

Bus stop inventory;

•

Traffic signs and road markings in the section;

•

Recommendations and approximate costings;

Section 9 – Role of the A4128 Corridor
This section examines the functionality of the A4128 in terms of its local or regional
importance. It also questions its continued status as an A-road.

1.2.10 Section 10 – Summary & Conclusions
This section discusses the route as a whole, considering inputs from the stakeholder
meetings which were central to the recommendations contained in the strategy. It
includes an examination of the existing and future role of the A4128 corridor in
conjunction with the strategic highway network.

1.2.11 Appendices
The three appendices include fold out plans showing sections, key junctions, location
of accidents, bus stops and recommended improvements. They also include traffic
turning data referred to in the text.
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2

RESEARCH AND CONSULTATION

2.1

Literature Review

2.1.1

This literature review forms the first section of the corridor study and examines the
documents relating to traffic, transportation and development along the A4128. In
particular, the review presents measures and policies that influence the corridor’s
future transport programmes and objectives.

2.1.2

The Structure Plan forms part of a larger policy framework that includes National,
Regional, Strategic and Local Policy Guidance. This chapter covers transport policies
in Buckinghamshire including:
o

The Future of Transport: A Network for 2030 - July 2004

o

Regional Transport Strategy RPG 9 - Chapter 9 of Regional Planning
Guidance for the Southeast

o

Buckinghamshire County Structure Plan 2001 to 2016 – Draft Deposit

o

Buckinghamshire Local Transport Plan 2001/2 to 2005/6

o

Chiltern District Local Plan 1997 including Adopted Alterations 2001

o

Chilterns AONB Area Strategy

o

Wycombe District Local Plan

o

Wycombe Area Strategy

o

Buckinghamshire Speed Management Strategy

2.2

The Future of Transport: A Network for 2030

2.2.1

This new strategy sets a vision and examines the measures that will influence
transport infrastructure and ideals through 2030. It serves as an addendum to the 10
Year Plan for Transport and extends the investment plans until 2015.

2.2.2

The strategy focuses on: the efficient use of roadway capacity, road pricing, the
benefits of new capacity, new technology to efficiently manage roads, and improve
railway infrastructure.

2.3

Regional Transport Strategy RPG 9 – Chapter 9 of the Regional Planning
Guidance for the Southeast

2.3.1

There are several general policies covering issues relevant to the A4128 within this
regional strategy. These fit into the following primary categories: Manage and Invest;
Key Management Issues; The Rural Dimension and Mobility Management.

2.3.2

Policy T1: Manage and Invest focuses on rebalancing the transport system in
favour of non-car modes as a means of access to services and facilities. It also
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encourages development that is located and designed to reduce average journey
lengths.

2.3.3

Policy T2: Key Management Issues relates to the development of regional
strategies, development plans and LTPs to include proposals and policies to facilitate
economic growth, environmental enhancement and social inclusion. In the case of the
A4128, maintenance and improvements to the transport system and overall level of
safety is a priority. In addition, the environmental impact of movement on the natural
and built environment should be reduced.

2.3.4

Policy T3: The Rural Dimension applies to the rural elements of the A4128. It
includes taking a rural stance on transport and traffic management policies such as
improving provisions for cyclists and pedestrians between towns and nearest villages.

2.3.5

Policy T10: Mobility Management outlines how a package of measures set out in
development plans and LTPs can rebalance the transport system. The following can
be implemented: allocation and management of highway space used by individual
modes of travel; provision and management of off and on-street car parking; the
extent and quality of pedestrian and cycling routes.

2.3.6

The implementation of these policies is reliant upon development plan, the LTP and
Area Strategies.

2.4

Buckinghamshire County Structure Plan – Deposit Draft

2.4.1

The Deposit Draft Structure Plan, which has not yet been formally adopted,
establishes the strategic planning policies for BCC effective from 2001 until 2016. The
new Plan defines policies and proposals that guide environmental protection, traffic
management and development which influence County-wide transport decisions.

2.4.2

It will replace the existing Structure Plan which was adopted in 1996 and runs to
2011. As such, development control decisions must accord with the development
plan unless considerations indicate otherwise. The adopted policies within the
Structure Plan provide the requirements for compliance with BCC.

2.4.3

The aims of the Structure Plan are to:
o

balance the need for development and the need to protect the environment
for existing and future generations;

o

enhance the quality of life for Buckinghamshire residents and the amenity
value of the County;
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o

maintain economic buoyancy in Buckinghamshire as a source of wealth and
jobs;

o

improve the access of Buckinghamshire households to homes which are
appropriate to their needs; and

o

2.4.4

make the best use of available physical and financial resources.

The Draft Deposit Structure Plan reviews and presents a spatial strategy which
addresses all of the aforementioned points. It also establishes the main principles and
priorities for the future development of the area. The transport section specifically
contains policies intended to manage and control the impacts of development.

2.4.5

It defines strategies seeking to restrain future levels of traffic growth by promoting
more environmentally sustainable travel, implementing measures to reduce growth in
the length and number of journeys, encouraging means of travel with less
environmental impact and reducing the reliance on the private car.

2.4.6

It is important to note that the A4128 is not designated as part of the Strategic
Transport Network, nor is it listed as a potential addition to the network. However,
several policy performance targets set out in the Structure Plan are relevant to the
A4218 Route Strategy including:

o

a 5% reduction in the number of HGVs using the non-strategic highway traffic
in the rural Transport Strategy areas between 2000 and 2005 and further 5%
reductions by 2010 and 2015;

o

an increase in the number of workplace travel plans to 75 by 2005/06 and to
150 by 2015/16;

o

a reduction (to 70%) in the proportion of journeys to work as a car driver by
2005/06 and further reductions to 68% by 2010/11 and 66% by 2015/16
(baseline of 73% in 2000/01);

o

a 100% increase in the proportion of journeys to work by cycle by 2010/11
and a 150% increase by 2015/16 (baseline of 2.5% in 2000/01)

o

all local planning authorities to have set maximum parking standards by
2005, either as Supplementary Planning Guidance or through the Local
Development Document process; and

o

all planning applications for park & ride schemes that may be promoted or
actively supported by the County Council to be approved.

2.4.7

The Transport sections concentrates on a range of issues in Buckinghamshire and
focuses on alternatives to the car, the strategic highway network, freight, mobility
management, parking and airports.
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2.4.8

In order to promote alternatives to the car and meet the increasing demands for
mobility in an environmentally acceptable way, measures have been developed which
include:
o

promoting good bus penetration of development and good quality supporting
infrastructure;

o

traffic calming where necessary;

o

ensuring that parking provision is not over-supplied in a way that undermines
the strategy of promoting alternative modes;

o

the creation of safe, attractive and convenient conditions for walking and
cycling; and

o

securing developer contributions to off-site transport improvements and
measures.

2.4.9

Mobility management policies stipulate the assessment of major trip-generating
development proposals. Transport Assessments may be sought in areas where traffic
levels result in periods of severe congestion. Operational and financial standards
complement physical measures of travel modes which, in turn, improve choices and
the need to travel.

2.4.10 The control of parking availability can effectively influence modal travel choice and
enables higher densities of development, thereby reducing journey lengths. Parking
controls have to be initiated with other measures such as advance information on
availability, the management of displaced or indiscriminate parking, and the provision
of suitable alternatives. These controls seek to form part of an integrated approach to
transport and land use planning.

2.4.11 Alternatively, park and rides provide easier access to congested town centres, better
public transport, widened modal choice and the optimal use of accessible land.

2.5

Buckinghamshire Local Transport Plan

2.5.1

In 1998 the Government published its White Paper ‘A New Deal for Transport: Better
for Everyone’. This provided a comprehensive framework for transport planning and
decision making with an emphasis on providing more transport choice, integrating
travel and reducing reliance on the car.

2.5.2

The White Paper also requires Highway Authorities to produce a Local Transport
Plan (LTP) detailing the authority’s integrated transport proposals in conjunction with
targets and performance indicators, which reflect the long-term effectiveness of a
strategy.
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2.5.3

The Buckinghamshire LTP emphasises widening travel choices, encouraging people
to think about the consequences of their travel choices, tackling the effects of traffic
and maintaining the transport network. The overall principle of the LTP seeks to
provide a more sustainable transport system that meets its social, economic and
environmental objectives. Several objectives within the LTP are described as the
following:

o

to protect and enhance the built and natural environment;

o

to improve safety for all who travel;

o

to contribute to an efficient economy and to support sustainable growth in
appropriate locations;

o

to promote accessibility to everyday facilities for all, including those without a
car;

o

to promote the integration of all forms of transport and land use planning,
leading to a better, more efficient transport system;

o

to promote the maintenance and improvement of the transport network for the
benefit of all; and

o

to raise awareness in the community of the consequences of different travel
choices as a local objective.

2.5.4

Public Transport Strategy – Public transport accessibility from rural towns and
villages within the Southern Green Belt Area (SGB) will be improved through the
Rural Bus Grant and Buckinghamshire Rural Transport Partnership. Services from
rural areas to multi-facility urban areas and main transport nodes will be emphasised
through the development of ‘Easy Bus’, ‘Community Bus’, shared taxis and ‘Dial-aRide’.

o

It is necessary to assess the likely patronage for new or expanded rural
services. Local consultation is currently in progress regarding the introduction
of the ‘Easy Bus’ in the SGB. The programme includes a financial allocation to
carry out short-term, quantitative market research.

o

The viability of new short-distance circular bus services will be assessed. It is
proposed that the service will collect rail passengers within a limited radius of
existing stations served by Chilterns Railways and Thames Trains. The viability
and implementation of the proposed services is dependent upon bus and rail
operator partnerships.
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o

In order to provide bus access to stations for rail users living within the bus
area, the viability of a new orbital bus service linking the rail corridors radiating
outwards from London (Marylebone, Paddington and Euston) will be gauged in
the medium term.

o

Improved pedestrian and cycle routes to railway stations and bus stops along
main corridors will link public transport nodes.

o

Waiting facilities at bus stops (including hard-standings, seats, timetable
information, lighting, etc) will be improved in rural areas. New footway links
between bus stops and nearby developments will be considered in the short to
medium term.

o

Bus timetable information will be promoted and publicised for new initiatives in
rural areas, in partnership with Parish and District Councils.

o

Bus timetable information will be improved at the railway stations situated on
the Chiltern Railways and Thames Train lines in the short term. The possibility
for through ticketing arrangements between bus and rail should be considered
for the future.

2.5.5

Walking Strategy – Feedback from public consultation indicated that greater benefits
exist from short distance walking/cycling initiatives within urban areas, than from rural
initiatives between towns over longer distances. This strategy has been accepted and
modified accordingly by the SGB. Inter-urban links are needed where positive
cost/benefits can be demonstrated.

o

New and enhanced pedestrian routes within towns and villages will be
implemented to link with local facilities (for example shops, schools, railway
stations and bus stops). Enhancements will include dropped crossings
(including tactile paving for the sight-impaired), refuges and Zebra and/or
Pelican crossings. Improved street lighting may also be provided where
justified to encourage walking and improve community safety.

o

Funds are allocated for each year of the five-year programme. Initiatives will
be assessed and promoted to encourage more people to walk. Such
schemes will be identified through discussion with Parish and Town Councils.

o

Local environmental enhancement schemes will be implemented jointly with
the District and Town/Parish Councils where they contribute towards the LTP
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objectives. Environmental enhancement schemes are generally carried out in
town and village shopping areas. These schemes benefit the safety of
pedestrians whilst the enhanced environment greatly contributes to the
vitality of the shopping area. The amount of funding will be decided in
accordance with the level of contribution towards LTP strategy objectives.

2.5.6

Cycling Strategy – Cycle routes linking residential areas to local, everyday facilities
(for example, railway stations, schools, and shops) will be implemented. The
development of a cycle route strategy along the A4128 from Slough to Denham
Green is proposed in the medium term. This will involve discussion with the two
adjoining authorities, Slough Borough Council and Hertfordshire County Council.

o

Other local cycling schemes will be assessed and implemented during the life
of the LTP, and a block of financial allocation for each year of the five year
programme has been earmarked to pursue such schemes. Where possible,
these facilities will link schools and the residential areas they serve to enable
more children to use the cycle links. Hence, the Safer Routes to School
initiative will be extended.

o

Cycle routes linking villages and towns will be implemented if there is a
demonstrated positive cost/benefit. Cycling schemes will be assessed and
implemented during the life of the LTP. Such routes could connect to or form
part of proposed leisure routes. BCC supports the Groundwork Trust in the
development

of

a

leisure

cycle

route

passing

through

south

Buckinghamshire, forming part of a route linking Slough with St Albans. This
cycle route will form part of the Sustrans National Cycle Network.

2.5.7

According to the Local Transport Plan, the A4128 is classified as an inter-urban
District Distributor and lies north of the High Wycombe urban strategy area. A list of
significant schemes for consideration beyond 2006 highlights the A4128 in a number
of ways. Both the A4128 Temple End Diversion and the A4128 Hughenden Road
diversions in High Wycombe are labelled as protected lines under this category.

2.5.8

There are two cycle routes along the A4128 listed in the LTP. Both are located
between Prestwood and Great Missenden and comprise of the Chiltern Heritage Trail
and either a Sustrans or other proposed link.

2.6

Chiltern District Local Plan 1997 including Adopted Alterations 2001

2.6.1

The Local Plan recognises that much of the transport planning within the County is
carried out by different authorities; nonetheless, this document sets out the land-use
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and transport policies of local importance. The District Council’s responsibilities are
limited to car parks, car-parking provisions and highway aspects of most development
proposals. It also comments on proposals by transport and highway authorities.

2.6.2

The following topics are highlighted in the Local Plan’s transport policy section and
considered potentially relevant to the A4128 Route Strategy: the environmental
impacts of transport, highway aspects of planning applications, access and road
layouts, the provision of off-street parking for developments, the relaxation of parking
standards, the commutation of parking provision, Crossrail at Great Missenden, the
retention of existing off-street parking areas and the design of parking areas.

2.7

Chilterns AONB Area Strategy

2.7.1

The Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) is bounded by the
Southern Green Belt and the Rural North Bucks Area to the north. The Area Strategy
ensures that the transport policies incorporate the needs of both urban and rural
areas. The document primarily concentrates on the issue of vehicular traffic and
mobility management schemes. It outlines the key transport issues within the AONB
as:
o

high levels of car availability and usage:

o

limited availability of public (primarily bus) transport away from the main interurban routes and at non-peak times;

2.7.2

o

non-car accessibility problems; and

o

significant out-commuting to larger urban centres.

The core strategies of the transport policies in the AONB Strategy focus on the
physical intrusion of HGVs, speeding and rat running, safety, pollution and
environmental quality, vulnerable road users, public transport, school travel and new
development.

2.7.3

HGVs will be encouraged to use suitable routes through the development of a
hierarchy of roads with the Central Chilterns pilot providing an opportunity to test this.

2.7.4

Rat-running is also perceived to be a major problem. This will be reviewed under the
‘New Directions in Speed Management’ publication issued by the Government and
the Central Chilterns pilot will test new ways of introducing speed limits. The Strategy
is opposed to additional street lighting unless required for road safety, crime or
disorder grounds. ‘Quiet’ road surfaces will be used to reduce the impact of road
noise in the area.
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2.7.5

On the issue of vulnerable road users, measure will be promoted which provide
priority over motor vehicles. For example, some routes will be designated ‘quiet
lanes’, which should reduce conflicts between vehicles and vulnerable road users
(walkers, cyclists and horse riders). Prior to implementation however, more
information needs to be gathered confirming existing and desired routes for these
users.

2.7.6

The strategy also advocates for the provision of cycles on trains and liaison with
public transport providers is necessary in order to achieve this. Additional linkages
between various cycle routes and other destinations are short and medium term
objectives of this strategy.

2.7.7

The Strategy recognises the need to develop better public transport links between
local towns. Increased service frequencies, through ticketing arrangements, up-todate information, and the installation of secure cycle parking at transport interchanges
are additional transport aims.

2.7.8

Many school transport journeys are taken by car and this has emerged as a local
concern which can be addressed. A pilot project of Safer Routes to School is
underway in the Chilterns AONB area and schools will be encouraged to develop
their own School Travel Plan with the staff, parents, pupils and residents.

2.7.9

The Central Chilterns Area Traffic Management Project has been cited in the
strategy; however, it lies to the east and north of the A4128 and is not applicable to
the route strategy. It does, however, seek to:

o

reduce or restrict growth in traffic volumes;

o

guide or direct traffic flows;

o

reduce vehicle speeds;

o

reduce noise, light and air pollution;

o

improve safety and extend the network Rights of Way for pedestrians,
cyclists and horse riders;

o

improve public transport links;

o

maintain and enhance the rural character of roads; and

o

enhance ecological management of road verges.

2.8

Wycombe District Local Plan

2.8.1

The Wycombe District Local Plan addresses similar issues of concern that are
outlined in the other plans relevant to the A4128. The objectives for transport are to:
o

promote a safe, efficient and sustainable transport system;
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o

encourage the safe and efficient movement of both people and goods, in
order to support the economy of the District;

o

reduce the need to travel, particularly by private car;

o

reduce the environmental impact of traffic and transport;

o

improve transport choice by encouraging new development to locate where it
is highly accessible by public transport and non-motorised modes (walking
and cycling);

o

encourage greater priority for, and increase the modal share of, public
transport, cycling and walking within the District, and to make these safe,
convenient and attractive alternatives to the car;

o

provide access to transport facilities, and encourage high standards of safety,
accessibility and amenity for all highway users;

o

promote and encourage an integrated approach to transport, including the
number of journeys made by more than one mode, through such measures
as park and ride, other transport interchanges, and the development of
integrated transport strategies for all areas of the District;

o

reduce traffic congestion, and discourage through traffic from using
unsuitable roads; and

o

ensure development proposals satisfactorily mitigate any highway and
transport problems which they would otherwise cause, or contribute to.

2.8.2

The Local Plan focuses its policies around the transport provision requirements of
development proposals.

2.9

Wycombe Urban Area Strategy

2.9.1

This strategy covers High Wycombe and the surrounding settlements south to the
M40 and as north as Cryers Hill. It includes:
o

a clear set of objectives, consistent with the Government’s objectives for the
environment, safety, economy, accessibility and integration;

o

presentation of the linkages between objectives and measurable output;

o

measures to help the less able;

o

measures to reduce social exclusion;

o

measures to reduce crime and disorder;

o

further measures to give priority to buses, pedestrians and cyclists;

o

the encouragement and use of financial contributions from developers;

o

further integration of Strategy objectives and measures, with land use
changes from the emerging Local Plan;

o

demand management measures;

o

work on the second Quality Bus Partnership initiative;
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o

an emphasis on getting the most from better management of existing
transport and parking infrastructure where possible; and

o

further consideration of the role of park and ride within the medium or long
term, if travel/parking demand cannot be managed in other ways, and in what
form to include it if so.

2.9.2

According to this strategy, the A4128 Hughenden Road is a wide single carriageway
which is part of the Strategic Highway Network and then turns into a single
carriageway District Distributor near Cryers Hill for the remainder of the route.

2.9.3

The Strategy also highlights the possibility for a cycle route to be incorporated into the
National Cycle Network along the A4128, and proceeding north to Aylesbury.

2.10

Buckinghamshire Speed Management Strategy

2.10.1 The Speed Management Strategy sets out in more detail how the County Council
proposes to manage vehicle speeds. Excessive and inappropriate vehicle speeds
concern the County and the Council Plan 2001-2005 includes the following supportive
policies:
o

Work with all partners, including the Police, to make Buckinghamshire a safer
place in which to live, work and travel.

o

Play a major part in developing a community strategy for all that live, work
and travel in Buckinghamshire.

o

Promote safer communities, highlighting concerns to Police and responsible
agencies

and

using

our

own

resources

to

support

and

develop

improvements.
o

Promote investment in the transport infrastructure of the County to ensure its
long-term viability.

o

Tackle the effects of increased traffic through the promotion of road safety
and traffic calming schemes where appropriate.

o

Secure maximum government funding, through the Local Transport Plan, to
deliver the above aims.

2.10.2 The County Council has also made the commitment to the following summarised
items:
o

Continue and develop its close working partnership with Thames Valley
Police and other agencies, including the local community;

o

Ensure the best use of available resources by adopting an intelligence-led
approach to identify and address the worst casualty areas to meet the
casualty reduction targets;
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o

Undertake a countrywide review of speed limits, address speed limit
anomalies and improve consistency of speed limits across the County, to be
completed by March 2006;

o

Promote and implement lower speed limits where there is potential for
casualty accident reduction;

o

Promote and implement lower speed limits, with a presumption that 30 mph
or 40 mph will be the norm in built-up areas and identifiable communities;

o

Encourage and support local communities to provide appropriate communityfunded speed limits and traffic calming using the Forbearance Fund (if
appropriate) in areas that are unlikely to receive a high priority for County
Council funding or action;

o

Identify potential, and implement agreed safety camera housings or mobile
sites to assist in enforcement at the worst speed related casualty sites;

o

Continue to play a leading role in the Thames Valley Safer Roads
Partnership;

o

Identify potential, and implement agreed traffic calming schemes to physically
reduce vehicle speeds at casualty sites;

o

Take forward the lessons learned from the Central Chilterns Traffic
Management Project for wider use in other areas of the County as
appropriate;

o

Participate in Government campaigns aimed at spreading the message that
inappropriate speed can kill both when driving above the speed limit or at an
inappropriate speed for the conditions;

o

Arrange and promote local activities and events to raise awareness of the
dangers of speeding and inappropriate speed;

o

Promote and develop the ‘Traffic Calming by Example’ publicity campaign;

o

Promote and develop the use of Speed indicator Devices (SIDS) and other
speed dynamic signs to address concerns raise by local communities.
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3

DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS

3.1

Context

3.1.1

The A4128 extends across both of the Chiltern District Council and Wycombe District
Council defined areas within Buckinghamshire. Chiltern District Council is situated
within a predominantly rural area that makes up part of the Green Belt, extending to
19,635 hectares approximately 25 miles northwest of London. A large portion of the
Chiltern District Council’s area lies within a designated Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AONB). Towns and villages along the A4128 that are included in the Green
Belt are Great Missenden and Prestwood. The Chiltern District Local Plan defines the
planning authority’s policies for the control of development and may make proposals for
the development and use of land.

3.1.2

The Wycombe District Council area covers approximately 125 square miles (32,374
hectares) of rural countryside and also includes the majority of the populated areas of
Princes Risborough, High Wycombe and Marlow. Great Kingshill, which lies along the
A4128, is included within the Green Belt boundary.

3.1.3

This section aims to evaluate the development proposals and policy in relation to the
existing infrastructure. Further measures which will strive to maintain the unique
qualities of these Districts will be discussed in the Strategy section of the document.

3.1.4

The Green Belt concept is applied to large areas of the Chiltern District Council area,
and has an impact on the development proposals for the A4128 Corridor. It aims to
prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open in order to retain its
undeveloped character. It also helps retain the setting and character of historic towns.
The boundaries of the Metropolitan Green Belt were defined in the Buckinghamshire
County Development Plan of 1954, and 32% of the total area is included within it.

3.2

Policy

3.2.1

The Buckinghamshire County Structure Plan provides the following policies related to
Green Belts. Policy GB1 – Green Belt Boundaries and the Control Over Development
in the Green Belt. The purpose of GB1 is as follows:

1. to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas;
2. to prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another;
3. to assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment;
4. to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and
5. to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other
land.
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3.2.2

Within the Green Belt, planning permission will not be granted for development for the
change of use of existing buildings or land, or the construction of new buildings. Details
of Policy GB1 are as follows:

1. Development for agriculture or forestry, in accordance with Policies GB6 and GB8 of
the plan;
2. Essential facilities for outdoor sport, outdoor recreation or outdoor leisure, in
accordance with the policies in Chapter 7 of this Plan;
3. Mineral working and subsequent restoration of the land; in accordance with Policies
GB10 and GB11 of this Plan;
4. Limited extension, alteration or replacement of existing dwellings, in accordance with
Policies GB10 and GB11 of this Plan;
5. Limited infilling in existing villages, in accordance with Policy GB3 of this Plan;
6. Other uses of land and essential facilities for them which would not compromise the
purposes of included land in the Green Belt and which would permanently retain its
open and undeveloped character.

3.2.3

The re-use of buildings of permanent and substantial construction in accordance with
policy GB2.

3.2.4

Development falling into the aforementioned categories will only be permitted where:
1. The proposal would not adversely affect the character or amenities of the Green
Belt, nearby properties or the locality in general and would be in accordance with
EP3 (Use, Design and Layout of Development);
2. The scale, height, layout, siting, form, design and materials of any new building
would not adversely affect the character or amenities of the Green Belt, nearby
properties or the locality in general and the proposal would be in accordance with
Policy EP3;
3. The proposals for extensions to existing buildings would harmonise with the scale,
height, form and design of the original buildings; and
4. The proposal would comply with all other relevant policies.

3.2.5

Policy GB3 – Residential Infilling in Green Belt Settlements
This allows the ‘one for one’ replacement of existing dwellings and limited infilling within
the boundaries of the Green Belt settlements will only be permitted where:

1. The proposal would not detract from the open and undeveloped character of the
Green Belt.
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2. The scale, height, layout, siting, form, design and materials would be compatible
with and would not adversely affect the character or amenities of nearby properties
or the locality in general and the proposal would be in accordance with policies EP3
(the Use, Design and Layout of Development) and H9 (Residential Design and
Layout); and
3. The proposal would comply with all the other policies within the South Bucks Local
Plan.

3.2.6

The County Council also prepares two other types of Plans, namely a Minerals Local
Plan and a Waste Local Plan. The Buckinghamshire Minerals and Waste Local Plan
2004 – 2016 is in the process of being updated.

3.2.7

The South Bucks District Plan focuses the strategy for already developed areas.
Maintaining the Green Belt and protecting it from unsuitable development is an
essential feature of the Council’s strategy. It also seeks to focus development in
existing built up areas without overcrowding. This planning strategy encourages the reuse of land while avoiding over-development.

3.2.8

Jacobs Babtie have reviewed the Beaconsfield Area Team Meeting Document, which
contains development control applications submitted over the last 18 months in
Buckinghamshire, for its relevance to the A4128 Corridor.

3.2.9

There have not been any recent planning applications for new developments along the
A4128. However, a site located on the boundary with Buckinghamshire between the
River Colne and the Grand Union Canal, submitted an application for redevelopment.
The site application indicates an increase of 16% over its current area to 34,879 square
metres.
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4

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

4.1

Bus Services Along the A4128

4.1.1

The study corridor is covered by several bus services, most running at least five days a
week. The main operators running services along the A4128 are Arriva and Carousel
Buses.

4.1.2

No single service runs the entire length of the A4128 through the study area. In total,
there are seven separate services between High Wycombe and Great Missenden that
cover different sections of the route, as shown in Table 4.1 below.

Table 4.1 – Bus Services along the A4128
Number of
Number of
Service
Operator
buses 0700buses 1600No
1000, Mon-Fri
1900, Mon-Fri
Arriva
3 northbound
4 northbound
323
3 southbound
3 southbound

4.1.3

324

Arriva

3 northbound
2 southbound

2 northbound
3 southbound

333

Carousel
Buses

2

0

334

Carousel
Buses

0

3

345

Arriva

3 northbound
1 southbound

2 northbound
3 southbound

348
peak
only
2
off
peak

Arriva

1 northbound
3 southbound

2 northbound
1 southbound

Carousel
Buses

1 northbound
2 southbound

No buses after
1600

Areas Covered
High Wycombe Hughenden Valley Aylesbury
High Wycombe Hughenden Valley Aylesbury
High Wycombe Hughenden Valley - Speen
(Circular)
High Wycombe Hughenden Valley - Speen
(Circular)
High Wycombe - Great
Kingshill - Prestwood Great Missenden.
High Wycombe - Great
Kingshill - Prestwood Great Missenden.
High Wycombe – Cryers Hill
– Great Kingshill – Great
Missenden

Journeys from Great Missenden to High Wycombe can be made frequently with the
345 service running approximately once hourly in both directions. This route is also
served by the number 2 service, although only extends to Great Missenden on
alternate journeys and instead terminates at Great Kingshill. This service runs six times
a day off peak at differing intervals.

4.1.4

For the southern section of the A4128, High Wycombe to Hughenden Valley is served
every 30 minutes by the 323 and 324 in both directions. This section is also served by
the 333/334 but only has five journeys a day at approximately three hour intervals.
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4.2

Facilities for Bus Passengers

4.2.1

Most bus stops along the route consist of a flag pole with no seating or covered
facilities. Only Great Kingshill and Cryers Hill have covered facilities heading
southbound, while Prestwood has seating but no cover. In the northbound direction only
Prestwood and Great Missenden have covered waiting facilities. Pedestrian crossings
are provided in close proximity to bus stop locations at Great Missenden, Prestwood,
Great Kingshill and Cryers Hill.

4.3

Bus Service Patronage

4.3.1

From information provided by Buckinghamshire County Council it is understood that
only the 323/324 service is well-used by passengers, mainly because of its links to
Aylesbury. All others are generally under-used along the route. This can be supported
by site visits where very few passengers were observed to be waiting at bus stops
along the A4128.

4.4

Trains

4.4.1

There are two railway stations on the route at High Wycombe and Great Missenden
both on Chiltern Railways. The High Wycombe service runs to London Marylebone and
extends north to Leamington Spa and Birmingham New Street at hourly intervals
throughout the day. The Great Missenden service runs between Aylesbury and London
Marylebone.

4.4.2

During the morning peak period (0700-1000) there are 14 trains to London Marylebone
from High Wycombe and nine from Great Missenden. Departing from London
Marylebone there are 17 trains to High Wycombe and seven to Great Missenden.

4.4.3

During the evening peak period (1600-1900) from London Marylebone there are 13
trains to High Wycombe and eight to Great Missenden. From High Wycombe there are
17 trains to London Marylebone and seven from Great Missenden with the same
destination.
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Table 4.2 - Mon-Fri Peak Period Chiltern Railways Services from High Wycombe

Direction

Time Period

From Marylebone

AM Peak

Peak Period Train Departures for High
Wycombe
0715, 0719, 0734, 0750, 0753, 0759, 0820, 0823,
0830, 0835, 0850, 0854, 0900, 0920, 0930, 0950,
0954

To Marylebone

AM Peak

0707, 0729, 0739, 0750, 0807, 0818, 0826, 0842,
0913, 0917, 0930, 0942, 0948, 0957

From Marylebone

PM Peak

1600, 1604, 1615, 1635, 1639, 1703, 1707, 1721,
1724, 1745, 1800, 1803, 1815

To Marylebone

PM Peak

1602, 1617, 1631, 1644, 1657, 1705, 1720, 1732,
1747, 1757, 1801, 1810, 1828, 1833, 1847, 1852

Table 4.3 - Mon-Fri Peak Period Chiltern Railways Services from Great
Missenden

Peak Period Train Departures for Great

Direction

Time Period

From Marylebone

AM Peak

0702, 0725, 0756, 0827, 0927, 0957

To Marylebone

AM Peak

0711, 0728, 0745, 0805, 0820, 0839, 0853, 0920,

Missenden

0951
From Marylebone

PM Peak

1625, 1642, 1656, 1716, 1731, 1731, 1749, 1806,
1823

To Marylebone

PM Peak
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5

ACCIDENT OVERVIEW

5.1

Overall Analysis

5.1.1

A summary of personal injury accidents along the A4128 corridor for the six year
period from April 1998 to March 2004 is shown in Appendix B. Additional accident
data covering the more recent eight month period from April to November 2004 has
also been analysed, however it is unratified and not included on the plans. Road
accidents are normally classified as slight, serious or fatal based on the nature of any
sustained injuries. Of the 157 recorded accidents along the A4128 within the study
area during this period: eight were fatal, twenty-three were serious and the remainder
were classified as slight.

5.1.2

The figures in Appendix A show the study area in schematic form, dividing the A4128
into sections and principal junctions in order to identify where, and when accidents
were concentrated. They also illustrate the degree of each accident’s severity.

5.1.3

Reasons were not given for every recorded accident, however based on the
information given, it can be ascertained that lower speeds may have prevented many
of the incidents from occurring. Rear-end shunts in particular, are less likely when
traffic is moving more slowly and drivers keep a safe distance especially in wet or icy
conditions. Several incidents, principally at junctions, were blamed on a slippery road
or poor road surface.

5.1.4

Fifteen percent of collisions (24) involved motorcycles, whilst 11 were with pedal
cycles and a further three involved pedestrians. In almost every case involving these
groups, the collision occurred because other road users had not seen them. As
drivers turned onto or off the A4128, gaps were created in queuing traffic to allow
access to side roads or driveways. These collisions occurred because the cyclist or
motorcyclist was overtaking/undertaking the stationary traffic and crossed the path of
a turning vehicle.

5.1.5

Such collisions are typical and local improvements will only have a minimal effect in
reducing them, as they are primarily due to human error. Awareness may be
heightened through improved signing or the addition of bollards or ‘keep clear’
markings at junctions. When poor driving is the cause however, it is less likely to be
affected by these measures.

5.1.6

Many collisions occurred at or near junctions along the A4128 and involved a number
of common factors such as driving too fast, too closely, or failing to judge the path or
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speed of other road users. The A4128 is a high-speed road containing many at-grade
intersections along an urbanised area with rural stretches.

5.1.7

This analysis examines each major junction or sections between junctions along the
route where collisions were recorded. This enables the primary causes of collisions to
be pinpointed according to the location concerned, and to identify any patterns that
occurred. Collisions resulting in fatal or serious injuries are identified at each location.
All other collisions involved slight injury to one or more persons.

Table 5.1 – Primary causes of accidents in study area April 1998 – Nov 2004
Accident Causation Factors

No.

Nervous/uncertain

1

Distraction outside vehicle

1

Unfamiliar with location

1

Illness

1

High winds

1

Heavy traffic
Pedestrian crossing behind parked vehicle

1
1

Failed to see vehicle/pedestrian in blind spot

1

Roadworks

1

Pedal cycle broke

1

Cyclist fell off pedal cycle

1

Icy road

1

Fatigue

2

Stress/emotional state

2

Distraction in/on vehicle

2

Building, fence, vegetation etc

2

Glare from sun

3

Weather

3

Persons wore dark clothing

3

Stationary/parked vehicle

3

Alcohol impairment

4

Panic

5

Poor/no street lighting

5

Slippery road

7

Aggressive driving

8

Following too close

9

In a hurry

10

Lack of judgement

10

Lack of judgement of own path

11

Inexperience of driving

13

Other/Unknown

14

Careless/thoughtless

20

Failed to look

26

Excessive speed

28

Failed to judge other’s path/speed

30
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5.1.8

Inattention

35

Total

267

Table 5.2, below shows the overall breakdown of accidents by degree of severity and
the vehicle type that was involved. Three accidents have been double counted because
they involved more than one vehicle type. The majority of accidents involving
motorcycles occurred when they attempted to overtake slow or stationary traffic and
were hit or lost control.

Table 5.2 – A4128 Accidents by vehicle type, 1998-2004

5.1.9

Fatal

Serious

Slight

Total

Percentage

Motor Vehicles

6

15

102

123

76.3%

Motorcycles

2

6

16

24

14.9%

Pedal Cycles

0

2

9

11

6.8%

Horses & other

0

1

2

3

1.9%

Total

8

24

129

161

100.0%

In total, there were 214 casualties resulting from the recorded accidents, of which 7%
involved pedestrians. Table 5.3 shows the overall breakdown of these casualties.

Table 5.3 – A4128 Accident Casualties, 1998-2004
Fatal

Serious

Slight

Total

Percentage

Vehicle Driver

3

10

100

113

52.8 %

Passenger

1

6

44

51

23.8%

Motorcycle Rider

2

5

17

24

11.2%

Cyclist

0

2

9

11

5.1%

Pedestrian

2

3

10

15

7.0%

Total

8

26

180

214

100%

5.1.10 More accidents were recorded at or near junctions on the A4128, with the main cluster
being at the junction with Coates Lane and Green Hill where there were seventeen
recorded incidents. Table 5.4 below presents the number of accidents recorded at each
location.
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Table 5.4 – A4128 Accidents at Junctions
Accident Location

Number

A4128 Martinsend Lane/Grimms Hill

1

A4128 Martinsend Lane/Upper Hollis

2

A4128/Moat Lane/Nairdwood Lane Junction

4

A4128 High Street/Peter’s Close

1

A4128 High Street/Chequers Lane

1

A4128/Clarendon Road

2

A4128/Lodge Lane Junction

6

A4128/Peterley Lane/Perks Lane

6

A4128/Stag Lane

1

A4128/The Common Junction

2

A4128/Hatches Lane junction

3

A4128/Cockpit Road

1

A4128 Valley Road/Cryers Hill Lane Junction

3

A4128/Four Ashes Road

5

Outside of the Great Kingshill C of E School

2

A4128/Valley Road Junction

1

Hughenden Manor Access with A4128

6

A4128/Coates Lane/Green Hill Junction

17

A4128/Hughenden Avenue Junction

10

A4128 Hughenden Road/Hamilton Road

6

A4128/Parker Knoll Way

5

Total Accidents at Junctions

86

5.1.11 Several junctions stand out in Table 5.4. These are the Hughenden Manor access,
Hamilton Road, Hughenden Avenue, Peterley Lane and Coates Lane/Green Hill. There
have been 46 accidents at these locations, two of which resulted in fatalities (one
pedestrian).

5.2

Locational Analysis

5.2.1

Of the 157 accidents recorded, 86 took place near junctions and 71 occurred along
stretches of the A4128 between these intersections. As Table 5.5 below illustrates, the
proportion of fatal or serious injury accidents was higher at junctions rather than
between them.
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Table 5.5 – A4128 Accident Severity by Location Type, 1998-2004
Accident

Total

No of Fatal

No of Serious

Percentage of Total Accidents (157)

Location

Accidents

Accidents

Accidents

that are fatal or serious

86

1

16

10.8%

71

2

7

5.7%

At
Junctions
Between
Junctions

5.2.2

The causation factors given in accident reports are often subjective or are not provided
at all, therefore this information is not always reliable or consistent. An analysis
comparing all accidents between junctions on the A4128 with those on the actual
junctions, and the causation factors (where shown) does not categorically isolate speed
as the primary cause between junctions. However, there are some junctions where this
was cited as a possible contributory factor. For instance, collisions along the stretch of
carriageway between Hughenden Manor and approximately 200 metres north of
Coates Lane/Green Hill frequently cited excessive speed as a causation factor.

5.2.3

The carriageway adjacent to the Hughenden Manor access was the site of six
accidents including one multi-vehicle collision. Appendix A illustrates the accidents at
this junction, which is characterised by high carriageway speeds which could be a
contributory factor in many of the incidents.

5.2.4

Two additional accidents which resulted in severe injuries to a pedestrian occurred
along the A4128 Wycombe Road just south of Holy Trinity Church and 500m north of
the Peterley Lane / Perks Lane junction. Appendix A gives further locational details of
these incidents and may highlight a need for a pedestrian crossing and/or traffic island
near this location.

5.2.5

Two of the pedestrian fatalities occurred near junctions. The first was located in
Prestwood at the A4128 High Street/Chequers Lane junction, whilst the second
occurred near the junction with Coates Lane in High Wycombe. Both incidents occurred
when the pedestrian stepped into the carriageway.

5.2.6

The Hamilton Road roundabout junction in High Wycombe has been the location of five
accidents, 80% of which resulted in slight injuries. This junction is shown in Appendix A.
It can be ascertained from the data obtained for this junction that many of the accidents
were caused by a driver failing to look or avoid another vehicle in the carriageway.
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5.2.7

A large proportion (47%) of the accidents located at the Coates Lane junction occurred
in 2001 and 2002, and 11.7% of these resulted in serious or fatal injuries. This junction
has undergone improvements recently and this should help reduce accidents here in
the future. It nevertheless remains a confusing junction with the island on the Green Hill
arm allowing A4128 traffic to split between north and southbound directions.

5.2.8

There have been six accidents at the Lodge Lane junction, which is illustrated in
Appendix A. Several factors such as excessive speed, poor street lighting and the bend
in the road have been cited for these accidents.

5.2.9

The roundabout at the junction with Bellfield Road and Glenisters Road had six
accidents in the past four years, half of which took place in the first four months of 2004.
Many drivers cited that they looked, but did not see other vehicles or pedestrians at this
location.

5.2.10 There is a cluster of accidents between the A4128 Roundabout with Bellfield Road and
the junction with Hamilton Road. Excessive speed may have been a contributing factor
in these incidents as drivers lost control near the same point in the road.

5.2.11 The junction with Parker Knoll Way also saw several accidents, as detailed in Appendix
A. Most of these occurred back in 1998 however, and the number has since declined.

5.3

Accident Conclusions

5.3.1

The majority of accidents recorded on the A4128 occurred at junctions, with most of
these involving either vehicles turning right onto the main carriageway or rear shunts
that were typically caused by inattention or failure to leave a safe stopping distance.

5.3.2

In particular, the roundabout junction at Coates Lane/Green Hill (17 accidents),
Hughenden Avenue (ten accidents) and the Peterley Lane/Perks Lane (seven
accidents) have poor accident records. These junctions all require improvements to
minimise the risk of these trends continuing. The accident data also suggests that the
section of the A4128 between the Coates Lane and Parker Knoll Way roundabouts can
be improved by reducing vehicle speeds.

5.3.3

Speed appeared to be a common factor in many of the incidents recorded along the
A4128, particularly where long, straight stretches of mostly rural carriageway can mask
dangers such as side roads, roundabouts or deceptive bends.
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6

TRAFFIC DATA

6.1

Traffic Analysis

6.1.1

BCC provided traffic flow data at several locations along the corridor, with additional
data being collected continuously for a week. Further details of these counts are
included in the appropriate locations of Section 8 in this report.

6.1.2

Turning counts and vehicle classification information were collected at the following
locations:
•

A4128 Hughenden Road junction with Hughenden Avenue;

•

A4128 Hughenden Road junction with Coates Lane and Green Hill;

•

A4128 Valley Road junction with Cryers Hill Road; and

•

A4128 in Prestwood junction with Martinsend Lane, Green Lane and
Broombarn Lane.

6.1.3

Turning data from these surveys are illustrated in Appendix C and show individual
classifications where they have been identified. There are certain movements to and /
or from side roads, particularly in Prestwood, where the demand is high enough to
justify traffic calming improvements at these locations. Other sites did not include
turning counts or vehicle classifications.

6.1.4

One traffic pattern that emerged was that the peak hour periods varied significantly
along the route. The normal peak hours of 0800 – 0900 and 1700 – 1800 were shown
to shift to 0700 - 0800 or 1600 – 1700 at some survey locations along the A4128.

6.1.5

A PM peak of 1600 - 1700 was recorded on the A4128 at Link Road in Great
Missenden, Cherry Tree Close in Great Kingshill and Broomfield Hill near Great
Missenden.

6.1.6

In contrast, the traffic survey undertaken just south of the sports ground in Hughenden
indicated that the AM peak hour occurs between 0700 and 0800. This may be due to
the number of longer journey commuters who depart earlier to reach their destinations
during the standard peak period.

6.2

Traffic Speeds

6.2.1

Two-directional 85th percentile speeds were taken at several locations along the
A4128 which are listed below, and the details are covered in Section 8. Surveys were
undertaken over weekly periods, and assessed the hours beginning 0700, 1200,
1700 and 2200. The survey dates were all on Tuesdays unless indicated otherwise.
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6.2.2

Traffic speed data was collected along the A4128 corridor in both directions at the
following eight locations:
•

A4128 just south of the sports ground access in Hughenden between 08/09/03 and
14/09/03;

•

A4128 junction with Cryers Hill 200 m NE of Valley Road between 26/08/03 and
01/09/03;

•

A4128 Missenden Road just south of Cherry Tree Close between 26/08/03 and
01/09/03.

•

A4128 approximately 350 metres north of Cherry Tree Close between 12/09/03
and 18/09/03;

•

A4128 Wycombe Road approximately 350 metres north of Peterley between
12/09/03 and 18/09/03;

•

Green Lane, Prestwood on 18/06/01 and 03/03/03

•

A4128 junction with Broomfield Hill between 09/09/03 and 12/09/03;

•

A4128 approximately 100 metres south of the junction with the A413 between
12/09/03 and 18/09/03

6.2.3

The speed data was collected over 24 hour periods between the dates listed above.
For the purpose of this study, the speeds between 0700 and 1900 hours were
evaluated. These surveys showed that some (but not all) 85th percentile speeds are
exceeding posted limits. On-site observations by Jacobs Babtie and local stakeholders
reinforced this finding at these and other locations along the route.

6.2.4

In addition, the collision records combined with the varying nature of the route suggest
that some of the existing speed limits are inappropriate. Further details on these and
the strategy proposals are in Section 8.

6.2.5

Traffic speeds and collisions are a continuous source of concern for residents and
communities along the A4128. The strategy presented throughout Section 8 considers
speed in relation to other factors to offer a set of proposed measures.

6.2.6

There is little congestion along the route, however it does occur at the mini-roundabout
junctions in High Wycombe, and whilst this is forecast to increase over the next five to
ten years, it will not adversely affect the A4128’s capacity. It should be noted that the
spare capacity along the route contributes to higher speeds.

6.2.7

The implications of a growth in road use resulting from additional developments do not
fall within the scope of this study. It should be noted that there are few proposed
developments along the route, and in the event that a development is approved,
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Buckinghamshire County Council is responsible for the examination of any Transport
Assessment.

6.2.8

It is difficult to discern growth and traffic trends with the data available. However, the
following points have been extrapolated from the data: (1) road use capacity versus
actual usage is low except in the peak hour; (2) there are several points along the route
where the speed limit is exceeded; and (3) the modal split is not particularly significant.
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7

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

7.1

General

7.1.1

There are a number of environmental issues relating to the A4128 corridor as a result of
traffic using this route. However the brief has identified the issues to be addressed as a
part of this report and are as follows:

7.1.2

•

Assess the impact of light

•

Assess the impact of noise

•

Assess the impact of air pollution

The assessment provided is an overview approach and detailed analysis may be
required which is not a part of this project’s scope.

7.1.3

An additional Environmental Impact Assessment is recommended for the route that
should consider the following:
•

Ecology and nature conservation;

•

Landscape effects including townscape and visual impacts;

•

Land use – effects on development land and designations for future development

•

Traffic vibration;

•

Pedestrian, cyclists, equestrian and community effects including pedestrian delay
and amenity;

7.1.4

•

Driver delay, stress, and view from the road, pedestrian fear and intimidation

•

Water quality and drainage; and

•

Geology and soils.

Some of the above issues have been briefly discussed within this report, however they
are not included as a part of the current brief.

7.1.5

Site visits were carried out in July 2004, November 2004, January 2005 and February
2005 to assess the condition of the A4128 corridor. The route was walked from the
A413, through Great Missenden to the Marlow Hill Roundabout in High Wycombe. The
impressions of the route vary widely from section to section as a pedestrian. In many
places, the conditions are unpleasant and intimidating due to the lack of continuous and
segregated footways from the carriageway.

7.1.6

The footways, where they exist, range in quality from poor to good. The traffic, while
light during the day, is intimidating along the more rural sections particularly from Great
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Kingshill south as a result of excess speeds. These traffic speeds are confirmed by the
provided 24 hour traffic data.

7.2

Traffic Noise

7.2.1

The impact of noise is continuous throughout the day and the relatively high speed limit
of the link, 60 mph in some areas, increases vehicular tyre noise. The proportion of
heavy goods vehicles recorded in the traffic surveys is low (3% to 4%), therefore it is
assumed that most heavy vehicles are using the M4 motorway.

7.2.2

The traffic noise can be reduced by three factors; lowering the speed limit, reducing the
traffic flow, and improvements to the carriageway surfacing. As such, the proposed
strategy is recommending that the speed limit along the route be reduced at several
locations including Aylesbury Road, Wycombe Road between Stag Lane and Peterley,
and Martinsend Lane between Prestwood and Great Missenden. This will provide a
number of benefits including noise reduction, reduced accidents, less intimidation to
pedestrians, less vibration and an improvement to the amenity of the corridor. Speed
limit changes are also subject to the outcomes of the Speed Management Strategy.

7.2.3

Traffic flow could be reduced by traffic calming measures, discouraging rat-runs,
additional pedestrian amenities, gateway features, kerb build outs and a host of other
proposed measures.

7.2.4

Traffic noise can be significantly reduced by the use of thin wearing course in
carriageway construction. Some of the existing wearing course on the corridor is rutted
and is due for resurfacing. This provides the ideal opportunity to use this type of road
surface which is porous, thereby reducing spray from vehicles during wet conditions.

7.3

Air Pollution

7.3.1

Use of private motor vehicles increases with economic prosperity, and this in turn
creates numerous environmental problems, of which air pollution is a major element.
Car manufacturers are making efforts to reduce the polluting effect that vehicles have
on the environment, but society needs to make a concerted effort to address the issue
by promoting more sustainable modes of transport.

7.3.2

In order to reduce the air pollution along portions of the A4128 corridor study area, it is
necessary to influence vehicular directions by physically discouraging the use of
unsuitable routes. Achieving this requires the cooperation of the public, who will need to
support traffic calming features along minor rural roads and discontinuing the use of
unsuitable routes. Presently, the A4128 does not have many public transport
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opportunities and motor vehicles will remain the preferred mode of choice. Small
changes can be made with the development of school and workplace travel plans.

7.3.3

The introduction of the gateway features and traffic calming measures in Prestwood
and Great Missenden should receive a high priority in order to reduce the overall impact
of traffic and the built environment.

7.3.4

The authority will need to contact all businesses in the area to ensure that they will
introduce green commuter plans, whilst all new businesses should be required to
provide one.

7.3.5

Better footways, cycleways and traffic calming features coupled with more crossing
points are required to achieve the goals of the transport plan.

7.4

Light Pollution

7.4.1

There are two sources of light pollution along this corridor. These are from the existing
street lighting units and illuminated signs, as well as from vehicles using the corridor.

7.4.2

The existing street lighting units at present do create some light pollution. To reduce
this problem, all the street lanterns can be changed to flat glass which directs light to
the ground with little up light. However, the corridor does not substantially contribute to
light pollution within the Wycombe District Council area and remains predominantly
rural in nature.
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8

A4128 ROUTE ASSESSMENT & STRATEGY

8.1

Study Context

8.1.1

This section examines the entire A4128 route in stages from its southern end (High
Wycombe) up to Great Missenden in the north. It covers the main issues that were
identified either on site visits or through consultation with stakeholders (base condition
assessment). Recommendations for improvements are added where appropriate,
alongside photographs (and drawings in Appendix A) to help pinpoint the area in
question. Issues such as traffic counts, speed surveys and accident analyses have
been addressed in previous chapters across the entire route. In this section they are
discussed where appropriate in relation to the particular junction or stretch of the A4128
in question.

8.1.2

The strategy presents an integrated approach to transport management in order to
improve the quality of life for those who live, work and utilise the areas along the A4128
corridor. It proposes measures that will improve the conditions and facilities for all
transport users and endeavour to reduce speed limits, traffic flows, collisions,
community severance, noise and light pollution. It also seeks to enhance safety by
incorporating measures that are sensitive to the rural and village-like environment
scattered along the route. These recommendations are listed in number order at the
end of each section, with cost estimates for these added in Appendix D.

8.1.3

The study corridor (shown in Appendix A) comprises the A4128 between the A40 in
High Wycombe to the south and the A413 bypass of Great Missenden to the northeast,
a distance of approximately 8.0km. All junctions within this corridor are included in the
study. It also examines issues directly associated with the A4128, such as the northern
end of High Street and the southern end of Aylesbury Road in Great Missenden, as
well as the problem of rat-running traffic in residential areas of Prestwood.

8.1.4

There is a long term proposal to develop a spine road west of the A4128 as far as
Hughenden Manor. It would serve the Buckinghamshire University expansion including
student accommodation. It would be a new north-western gateway into High Wycombe
with the aim of raising the town’s profile. The creation of this spine road would,
obviously, divert traffic to and from the A4128. The traffic generated by the University’s
expansion would need to be documented by a Transport Assessment.

8.1.5

The base condition assessment provides the basis to develop and assess a set of
effective proposals for inclusion in future transport programmes covering the entire
corridor. It has examined the existing highway conditions, accidents, public transport,
facilities for pedestrians and cyclists, ease of movement and speed limits. This element
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therefore examines the current conditions of the route from south to north on a section
by section basis. Where issues arise at or near individual junctions between these
intersections, they are also discussed. Visual surveys of the route were undertaken on
Friday 9 July 2004, Wednesday 26 January 2005, and 17 February 2005. The surveys
entailed walking each section of the route, noting the features on the corridor, and
taking photographs to illustrate the characteristics of the route.

8.2

A4128 between A40 Oxford Street and Bellfield Road, High Wycombe

Base Condition Assessment
8.2.1

The southern end of the A4128 is an urban dual two lane carriageway, characterised
by a 40mph speed limit as traffic passes beneath a railway viaduct to join the A40. It
is possible for drivers to perceive this as a faster road than the limit permits as there
is no on-street parking here, and the speed limit signs are not conspicuous. There are
two large supermarkets (Sainsbury’s and Morrison’s) on the western side of this
stretch, and both are served by nearby crossing facilities.

Traffic & Speed Issues
8.2.2

Daytime observations revealed this stretch of the A4128 to be free-flowing, while
during the AM peak hour, southbound traffic counts were more than double the figure
travelling north. In the PM peak, this pattern is largely reversed.

Accident Overview
8.2.3

Five accidents occurred at the junction of A4128 Glenisters Road with Parker Knoll
Way, just north of the railway viaduct, during the six year period examined (April 1998
– March 2004). Three were in 1998 and involved slight injuries, whilst one pedestrian
incident in 2000 resulted in serious injury.

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.2.4

There is heavy segregation of pedestrians and the road through the use of railings,
which channel people towards the formal crossings. Pedestrian activity is high due to
the proximity of High Wycombe town centre and residential properties on the eastern
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side of the road. There are crossing facilities in the form of Pelican crossings at the
Parker Knoll Way signal junction, a Zebra crossing immediately south of the viaduct
and a subway just south of this. There is a further Pelican crossing immediately north
of the A40 Oxford Road before the Dovecot Road junction for the Sainsbury’s store.

8.2.5

The northern arm of the A4128 / Bellfield Road roundabout near Morrison’s has
dropped kerb and refuge crossing facilities, protected by illuminated bollards. This
does not however, afford pedestrians the protection of a formal crossing such as the
Zebra facility on the northbound approach to the roundabout.

8.2.6

Shared pedestrian and cycle paths are indicated on the east side of Glenisters Road,
and this facility crosses to the west side of the A4128 at the Parker Knoll Way
junction. The cycle lane continues under the railway bridge towards the town centre.

8.2.7

The visibility at the Bellfield Road roundabout is currently obscured by overgrown
vegetation. This hinders the ability of drivers to see those approaching the
roundabout from other arms. The chevron signs were also partly obscured. It is
recommended that the vegetation be better maintained.

Bus Stops
8.2.8

This section of the A4128 is served by the 323, 324, 345 and 348 Arriva services, as
well as the 02, 333 and 334 Carousel services. The first bus stop along the A4128 is
in a lay-by on the northbound carriageway approximately 100 metres south of Parker
Knoll Way before the Zebra crossing. This stop has an open shelter and seat, but
there was no timetable information present at the time of the site visit.

Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.2.9

There is no sign warning HGV drivers of the weight limit further north along the
A4128. The Bellfield Road roundabout only has partial lane markings, which can lead
to a lack of lane discipline by drivers. It also has no chevron or left arrow signs on the
island, although it is well lit. Where cycleways are signed, they need to be continuous.

A4128 between A40 and Bellfield Road, High Wycombe Recommendations
1. Add weight limit sign at the start of the A4128 warning northbound HGV drivers
of the restriction at Great Missenden.
2. Define circulating lanes better on Bellfield Road roundabout with markings.
3. Add reflective chevron signs to the island.
4. Add timetable to bus shelter adjacent to Morrison’s.
5. Maintain vegetation and remove shrubs on the Bellfield Road roundabout.
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8.3

A4128 between Bellfield Road and Hamilton Road, High Wycombe

Base Condition Assessment
8.3.1

Heading north from the Bellfield Road roundabout, the A4128 is a standard 7.5m
single carriageway, fronted by residential properties on either side but with restricted
parking on the carriageway. As shown in the photographs above, the lack of
adequate formal parking can lead to vehicles intruding on the footways. The junction
with Hamilton Road is a mini-roundabout, with a Zebra crossing facility across the
northern arm giving access to the Beaconsfield Arms public house on the east side of
the carriageway.

8.3.2

This Zebra crossing provides the only formal facility between just south of Bellfield
Road and Cryers Hill to the north of Hughenden Valley. There are traffic islands with
illuminated bollards on both approaches; however there is no deflection for
northbound vehicles. The mini-roundabout sign warning southbound drivers is right at
the junction, and thus gives little prior warning. There is an added hazard at this
junction as one property’s driveway on the western side is accessed directly from the
roundabout. With the lack of any deflection normally needed to slow down northbound
vehicles, this compromises the safety of vehicles accessing this property.

Traffic & Speed Issues
8.3.3

The speed limit along this stretch of the route is 30mph, and vehicles were observed
to be driving within this limit during the site visit. Crossing the road proved difficult at
times due to the volume of traffic heading in either direction during the day. The
predominant AM peak hour traffic flow along this section is southbound, with the
pattern being reversed in the PM peak.

Accident Overview
8.3.4

There were two accidents (both slight) at the Hughenden Avenue roundabout
involving southbound vehicles on the A4128 colliding at the stop line.
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Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.3.5

Facilities for cyclists along this stretch only begin at the southbound approach to the
Bellfield road roundabout, with signs indicating a shared pedestrian and cycle path.
There is little scope to provide such a shared facility further north along the road as
there is insufficient width to do this safely. There is one Zebra crossing immediately
north of the Hamilton Road roundabout, but nothing to the south.

Bus Stops
8.3.6

There are no bus stops along this section of the route.

Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.3.7

The northbound approach to the Hamilton Road junction has a mini-roundabout sign,
giving drivers adequate time to slow. The sign for southbound drivers is right at the
roundabout itself, giving little or no warning of the hazard, although the Zebra
crossing immediately before this should help deter speeding on the approach.

8.3.8

The only other signs along this stretch of the road indicate the presence of a pay and
display parking zone.

A4128 between Bellfield Road and Hamilton Road Recommendations
6

Add a sign warning southbound drivers of the mini-roundabout at Hamilton Road to
the north of the Zebra crossing.

7

Move the give way line on Hamilton Road forward in order to improve visibility.

8

Add ‘SLOW’ carriageway markings to the northbound approach to the Hamilton
Road mini-roundabout.

9

Apply red surfacing to accentuate the danger.

10 Narrow the running lane.

8.4

A4128 Hughenden Road between Hamilton Road / Hughenden Avenue
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Base Condition Assessment
8.4.1

This short stretch of the A4128 is a standard 7.5m single carriageway characterised
by a 30mph road with footways on both sides, street lighting and prohibited parking.
Residential properties with some small commercial premises abut the road. Parking is
restricted to private drives with some vehicles infringing on the footway space. The
junction with Hughenden Avenue is a mini-roundabout. There are traffic islands with
illuminated bollards on each A4128 approach.

Traffic & Speed Issues
8.4.2

The speed limit along this stretch of the route is 30 mph, and vehicles were observed
to be driving within this limit during the site visit. Crossing Hughenden Avenue and the
A4128 was difficult during the inter-peak due to the volume and speed of traffic
heading in either direction at this time. The predominant AM peak hour traffic flow
along this section is southbound, with the pattern being reversed in the PM peak.
Tables 8.1 and 8.2 show the traffic counts and mode splits for the A4128 Hughenden
Avenue junction.

Table 8.1: A4128 AM Classified Counts at the Roundabout with Hughenden Avenue:
10/12/2002
Location

Direction

A4128

North-

Hughenden side

bound

A4128

South-

Hughenden side

bound

A4128 High

North-

Wycombe side

bound

A4128 High

South-

Wycombe side

bound

Pedal
Cycles

Motorcycles

Car &

Buses &

Light

Taxis

Coaches

Goods

Heavy

HGVs

Light

Classes

Goods

7-12

Total
Vehicles

1

0

342

9

63

4

7

426

8

6

896

11

66

8

4

999

1

2

358

12

48

5

9

435

7

7

893

11

67

6

5

996

Table 8.2: A4128 PM Classified Counts at the Roundabout with Hughenden Avenue:
10/12/2002
Location

Direction

A4128

North-

Hughenden side

bound

A4128

South-

Hughenden side

bound

A4128 High

North-

Wycombe side

bound

A4128 High

South-

Wycombe side

bound

Pedal
Cycles

Motorcycles

Car &

Buses &

Light

Taxis

Coaches

Goods

Heavy

HGVs

Light

Classes

Goods

7-12

Total
Vehicles

1

0

451

10

61

2

6

531

0

0

478

5

37

1

3

524

5

2

954

10

71

1

3

1046

1

2

406

9

44

1

4

467
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Accident Overview
8.4.3

There were ten accidents at this junction, the majority of which occurred on the
northern half of the junction. There was one accident just south of the junction with
Hughenden Avenue. It is important to note that 90% of the collisions at junction with
Hughenden Avenue occurred outside of the peak hour periods. This suggests that
excessive speed may have been a contributing factor as congestion often slows
traffic.

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.4.4

The A4128 has footways on both sides along this stretch and these are in generally
good condition with adequate street lighting. However, there are no facilities for
cyclists along this stretch of the corridor. There is little scope to provide either a
shared facility or a cycleway on the carriageway.

Bus Stops
8.4.5

There is one bus stop along this section of the route. This section of the A4128 is
served by the 323, 324, 345 and 348 Arriva services, as well as the 02, 333 and 334
Carousel services.

Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.4.6

The northbound and southbound approaches to the Hughenden Avenue junction has
a roundabout warning sign, giving drivers adequate time to slow.

A4128 Between Hamilton Road and Hughenden Avenue Recommendations
11 Add ‘SLOW’ carriageway markings to the approaches to the Hughenden Avenue
mini-roundabout.
12 Apply red surfacing to accentuate the need for increased safety.
13 Move the give way line forward at the Hughenden Avenue mini-roundabout to
improve visibility.
14 Add hatching on the northbound approach to help create vehicle deflection.
15 Move the refuge island to create more vehicle deflection.
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8.5

A4128 between Hughenden Avenue and Coates Lane

Base Condition Assessment
8.5.1

The remainder of the A4128 in High Wycombe is a standard 7.5m single carriageway
characterised by a 30mph road with footways on both sides and good street lighting.
This stretch is primarily residential in nature. Parking is restricted to private drives with
some vehicles infringing on the footway space.

8.5.2

There are two separate, conflicting junctions along this stretch of the A4128. Due to
this layout, the A4128 junction with Green Hill and Coates Lane appears dangerous
and difficult to navigate safely, particularly for vehicles crossing the main road from
Coates Lane into Green Hill. Exit from Coates Lane is on an uphill gradient via a give
way line. The Green Hill arm is split by an island, allowing access and egress from
different arms.

8.5.3

This island has an unusually located bus shelter, making pedestrians cross either arm
of Green Hill at the junction with the A4128 to reach it. Whilst the footways along this
section of the A4128 are wide, there are no dropped kerbs at any of the junctions or
from the footways to the bus stop.

Traffic & Speed Issues

8.5.4

The speed limit along this stretch of the route is 30 mph, and vehicles were observed
to be driving within this limit during the site visit. The junction with Coates Lane and
Green Hill is characterised by both high traffic demands and accident rates. Tables
8.3 and 8.4 below illustrate both the peak hour traffic volumes and composition along
the A4128 within High Wycombe.
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Table 8.3: A4128 AM Classified Counts near the junction with Coates Lane and Green
Hill: 10/12/2002
Location

Direction

A4128

North-

Hughenden side

bound

A4128

South-

Hughenden side

bound

A4128 High

North-

Wycombe side

bound

A4128 High

South-

Wycombe side

bound

Pedal
Cycles

Motorcycles

Car &

Buses &

Light

Taxis

Coaches

Goods

Heavy

HGVs

Light

Classes

Goods

7-12

Total
Vehicles

1

0

403

7

65

6

6

488

3

4

769

10

57

3

6

852

1

0

415

7

78

5

5

511

4

5

883

10

63

4

1

970

Table 8.4: A4128 PM Classified Counts near the junction with Coates Lane and Green
Hill: 10/12/2002
Location

Direction

A4128

North-

Hughenden side

bound

A4128

South-

Hughenden side

bound

A4128 High

North-

Wycombe side

bound

A4128 High

South-

Wycombe side

bound

8.5.5

Pedal
Cycles

Motorcycles

Car &

Buses &

Light

Taxis

Coaches

Goods

Heavy

HGVs

Light

Classes

Goods

7-12

3

2

873

6

51

0

2

937

1

2

426

5

44

1

5

484

4

2

961

6

56

0

1

1030

1

1

470

5

42

1

6

526

This survey was taken at a mini-roundabout junction and includes the vehicles
generated from Coates Lane and Green Hill into the northbound and southbound traffic
based on their turning movements. It should be noted however that this junction has
had a high collision rate over the past few years.

8.5.6

The A4128 is not a primary route and traffic mainly comprised of cars and light goods
vehicles. The percentage of Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs Class 7-12) using this route
is less than 2% along the entire route, indicating that this route does not serve as a
commercially strategic link and is unlikely to become one. HGV traffic is constrained by
the 25 tonne restriction on the railway bridge in Great Missenden which acts as a
deterrent for lorry drivers who know the route. This explains the relatively small number
of HGVs along the route.

8.5.7

Total
Vehicles

In general, the road use capacity versus its actual usage is low except in the peak
hours and the modal split is not particularly significant in this location.
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Accident Overview
8.5.8

There were seventeen accidents at this junction. It is important to note the 65% of the
collisions occurred during off peak hours.

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.5.9

The A4128 has footways on both sides along this stretch and these are in generally
good condition with adequate street lighting. There are however, no facilities for cyclists
along this stretch of the corridor. There is scope to provide a shared facility or a
cycleway on the carriageway; however it would not be able to extend past Hamilton
Road until it reached Bellfield Road. As such, any cycleway or shared facility into the
town centre would not be continuous.

Bus Stops
8.5.10 There is one bus stop along this section of the route. This section of the A4128 is
served by the 323, 324, 345 and 348 Arriva services, as well as the 02, 333 and 334
Carousel services.

Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.5.11 There are give way markings on the carriageway on both Green Hill and Coates Lane.
However, there are no road markings that highlight the specific nature of the junction.

A4128 Between Hughenden Avenue and Coates Lane Recommendations
16 Reduce running lanes on A4128 to improve visibility from Green Hill and slow traffic
approaching this junction.
17 Relocate the bus shelter from the splitter island.
18 Add a box junction on the A4128 to assist vehicles turning to / from Green Hill and
Coates Lane.

8.6

A4128 White Hill between Coates Lane and Hughenden Manor
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Base Condition Assessment
8.6.1

This stretch of the A4128 is 7.5 m single carriageway 30mph road characterised by
both 30 mph and 60 mph speed limits depending upon the urban environment of the
route. The urban, primarily residential, landscape quickly changes to a rural setting,
giving the perception that drivers can use excessive speed along this stretch. Parking
is restricted to private drives within High Wycombe with some vehicles infringing on
the footway space, whilst there is free parking in two small car parks off the western
side of White Hill as well as at the sports ground and Hughenden Manor.

8.6.2

The Countywide Speed Review recommends that the speed be reduced to 40mph
from the Wycombe boundary to north of Hughenden Manor. BCC also proposed a
pedestrian refuge to act as a gateway feature at the town’s boundary. This would also
link with the footways and local rights of way.

8.6.3

The visibility for drivers exiting the Hughenden Manor access is good, although
speeding traffic on White Hill may pose a danger to vehicles joining the road here.
The west side of the carriageway just south of Hughenden Manor has a 2.5m wide
verge that is marked out by a dashed white line.

Traffic & Speed Issues
8.6.4

The speed limit along the southern end of this section is 30 mph, and vehicles were
observed driving within this limit during the site visit. However, the rural setting which
precedes High Wycombe is winding with inconsistent use of lighting columns, thereby
discouraging defensive driving.

8.6.5

The collision records accompanied by the varying nature of the route suggest
however, that the existing speed limits are inappropriate. For the purpose of this
study, the average 85th percentile weekday speeds between 0700 and 1900 hours
were evaluated.
Table 8.5: 85th percentile vehicular speeds (in mph) along the A4128 White Hill
A4128 just south of the sports ground access in Hughenden
Northbound
Southbound
48.8
46.6
47.5
47.1
46.7
43.5
44.1
50.8

Hour
Beginning
07:00
12:00
17:00
22:00
Accident Overview
8.6.6

There were twelve collisions along this stretch of the carriageway. There is no
discernable

pattern

associated

with

any

disproportionate number did occur after sunset.
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of

these

collisions,

although

a

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.6.7

The footway on the eastern side of the carriageway ends at the urban boundary.
There is a footway on the west side of the carriageway continuing from the urban
area, where it is adjacent to the road, to the more rural element of the section. From
the small car park illustrated in the photos above, the footway diverges from the side
of the carriageway and continues approximately 1 to 10 metres from the roadside
depending upon its location. Opposite this car park is a public footpath which was
used by an off road mountain cyclist during the site visit.

8.6.8

The footway quality varies considerably along the length of the route to Hughenden
Manor. It is not illuminated and is most frequently used by recreational walkers.

Bus Stops
8.6.9

There are two bus stops, both in poor condition, along this section of the route. Arriva
operates the 323, 324, 345 and 348 services to these stops. The stop closest to High
Wycombe is located on an upward slope and on a different level gradient than that of
the footway. It is also directly adjacent to the carriageway without a setback allowing
passengers to maintain a safe distance from the side of the road.

Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.6.10 Again, there is no sign warning HGV drivers of the weight limit further north along the
A4128. It would be useful to add a warning sign of this nature either along this stretch
of the route or north of Hughenden Manor, thus allowing drivers to divert at the Valley
Road roundabout.

8.6.11 The route is also well signed with the usual national speed limit repeater signs. There
are also northbound reflective and lit signs indicating the access to Hughenden
Manor. The light fixture however, appears to be in poor condition and should be
replaced.

8.6.12 Just south of Hughenden Manor, near a bend in the road, there is a sign warning
northbound traffic of a bridle crossing ahead. During the site visit however, the exact
location of the bridleway was unclear. Signage marking the bridleway should
therefore be considered in this location to enhance the safety of drivers and
equestrians.
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A4128 White Hill between Coates Lane & Hughenden Manor Recommendations
19 Add “intelligent road studs” along White Hill.
20 Refresh white lining to help drivers remain on the correct side of the road during the
hours of darkness.
21 Cut back overgrowing vegetation on existing footway and put into a programme for
regular maintenance.
22 Reduce speed limit from 60 mph to 40mph in conjunction with the Speed Limit
Review recommendations.
23 Add central islands at the junction with Hughenden Manor.
24 Widen footway near Hughenden Manor to encourage more pedestrians to use the
footpaths and enjoy the AONB from Wycombe.
25 Improve bus stops, particularly near to Hughenden Manor through widening of the
carriageway.

8.7

A4128 White Hill between Hughenden Manor & Valley Road

Base Condition Assessment
8.7.1

The main carriageway is approximately 7.0m wide between Hughenden Manor and the
junction with Cryers Hill Road. The carriageway is in good condition with no signs of
rutting or polishing. There are granite set kerbs of adequate height on the west side of
the carriageway but there is no kerbing to the east. There is street lighting located
intermittently along both sides of the carriageway.

Traffic & Speed Issues
8.7.2

The national speed limit applies throughout this section. The traffic was generally
observed to be travelling at high speeds here due to the rural nature of the route.
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Accident Overview
8.7.3

There were four accidents recorded between the access to Hughenden Manor and
Valley Road/Cryers Hill over six year period assessed, one of which was serious. Two
of the accidents involved pedestrians.

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.7.4

The footway width varies between 1.0 – 1.5m and runs along the west side of the
carriageway only, however it is becoming overgrown with grass, thus reducing the
effective width. It is recommended that it is maintained regularly to avoid it becoming
overgrown. It is separated from the main carriageway by a 1.5 – 2.0m grass verge.

Bus Stops
8.7.5

There are no bus stops located along this section of the A4128 corridor.

Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.7.6

There is a sign warning drivers of the presence of horses in the carriageway adjacent
to the southbound carriageway. The access to Hughenden Manor is also signed here.

8.7.7

There is no sign warning HGV drivers of the weight limit further north along the A4128
in Great Missenden. It is recommended that a sign indicating this is erected on the
northbound carriageway to allow them to perform a U-turn at the Valley Road
roundabout and seek an alternative route from High Wycombe.

A4128 White Hill between Hughenden Manor & Valley Road Recommendations
26 Cut back overgrowing vegetation on existing footway and put into a programme for
regular maintenance.
27 Install a sign on the northbound carriageway informing HGV drivers of the weight limit
on the A4128 in Great Missenden.

8.8

A4128 Junction of Valley Road / Cryers Hill Road
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Base Condition Assessment
8.8.1

On all approaches to the junction with Cryers Hill Road, the roundabout is incorrectly
signed as a mini-roundabout, when in fact it is a small roundabout. It is therefore
recommended that the mini-roundabout signs located 1.5m from each approach to the
junction are replaced. There is a dedicated right-turn lane on the northbound approach
to the junction to allow vehicles to continue their journey along the A4128 Cryers Hill
Road.

8.8.2

There are kerbed splitter islands on all approaches to the roundabout. It is considered
that a roundabout of this size is too small for the current speed of vehicles approaching
the junction. It has little or no entry deflection on the approaches, and the roundabout
island does not comply with the requirements for signage as the chevron warnings
signs on each approach are missing. They should be placed on the roundabout itself at
each of the three approaches to indicate a ‘sharp deviation of route’.

Traffic & Speed Issues
8.8.3

The A4128 Valley Road and Cryers Hill Road both have a national (60 mph) speed
limit on approach to the junction, whilst the approach from Valley Road to the north
has a 40 mph speed limit.

Accident Overview
8.8.4

Only one accident was recorded at the Valley Road/Cryers Hill Road junction in the
six years assessed. This involved a rear collision of a vehicle and resulted in a slight
injury.

Bus stops
8.8.5

There are bus stops located immediately south of the roundabout on both the north
and southbound carriageways.

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.8.6

Footways are present along the east and west sides of Valley Road in the vicinity of the
junction. The footway on the west side narrows to approximately 1.0m through the
junction, whilst that on the east side terminates shortly after the bus stop. There are
also footways along both sides of Cryers Hill Road. The splitter island on Cryers Hill
Road also acts as a refuge for pedestrians accessing the bus stop on Valley Road.
There are no pedestrian facilities at either of the other two approaches to the junction.
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Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.8.7

The Advance Directional Signs (ADS) on all approaches to the junction have an outdated blue border and should be put in a programme to replace with the correct black
border.

A4128 Junction of Valley Road/Cryers Hill Road Recommendations
28 Cut back overgrowing vegetation on existing footway and put into a programme for
regular maintenance
29 Develop programme to replace incorrect Advance Directional Signs
30A4128
Remove
mini-roundabout
signs /on
each entry
the junction
between
Valley Road
Cryers
Hill to
Road
and Four Ashes Road
31 Add chevron warning signs to the roundabout island

8.9

A4128 between Valley Road/Cryers Hill Road and Four Ashes Road

Base Condition Assessment
8.9.1

East of the roundabout, Cryers Hill Road continues on an uphill gradient where the
national speed limit applies with vehicular access to individual properties.

8.9.2

The kerbing along this section of the corridor is predominantly pre-cast concrete
kerbs but it was observed they were not of sufficient height. With successive
maintenance overlays to improve the wearing course of the carriageway, the effective
kerb heights have been reduced. It is likely the current kerb height does not provide
adequate channelling for water draining to gullies, which are mainly side-inlet along
this section.

8.9.3

It is recommended that the existing kerbing be replaced with concrete kerbs with a
minimum 125mm kerb face. The road surface throughout this section is in poor
condition with evidence of rutting and potholes. It is recommended that the
carriageway on Cryers Hill Road between Valley Road / Cryers Hill Road junction and
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the junction with Four Ashes Road be resurfaced with a thin surface course with lowspray surfacing.

8.9.4

There is a ‘Please Drive Carefully’ sign on approach to Cryers Hill. The sign is out of
character for a section of the route where the national speed limit currently applies.
The A4128 continues into Cryers Hill where vehicles were observed parked on the
verges outside Great Kingshill School.

8.9.5

The junction with Four Ashes Road forms a simple priority T-junction. On the
approach to Cryers Hill Road, Four Ashes Road flares to two-lanes on entrance to the
junction, with dedicated left and right-turn lanes.

8.9.6

The kerbing through Cryers Hill consists of pre-cast concrete types whilst to the north
of Cryers Hill this changes to granite setts.

Traffic & Speed Issues
8.9.7

The speed limit is 60 mph north of the Valley Road / Cryers Hill Road junction. On
approach to the village, this reduces to 40 mph through the built-up area. Four Ashes
Road and Cryers Hill Lane both have a 60 mph speed limit.

8.9.8

The wide grass verges create an impression of a large open space and can
encourage high vehicle speeds. The downhill gradient on the southbound
carriageway can also encourage excessive vehicle speeds.

8.9.9

The average hourly flows have been analysed along Cryers Hill Road north-east of
the junction with Valley Road. The weekday averages are shown below in Table 8.6.

Table 8.6: Weekday Average Traffic Flow on A4128 Cryers Hill Road
Weekday Average Traffic Flow on A4128 Cryers Hill Road*
Time Period

Northeast bound

Southwest bound

0800 – 0900

440

544

1300 – 1400

406

402

1700 - 1800

725

511

*200m NE of j/w Valley Road

8.9.10 The above tables indicates that the highest one-way flow at this location is 725 vehicles
and occurs in the northeast bound direction during the AM peak hour period. The oneway link flow capacity is 1,470 vehicles per hour, therefore the A4128 can be said to be
operating at 49% of its capacity in the highest flow direction at this location. The
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downhill gradient on Cryers Hill Road southwest-bound and the significant spare
capacity at this location can both encourage speeding.
8.9.11 Table 8.7 presents the 85th percentile speed limits surveyed in each direction on the
A4128 Cryers Hill Road 200 metres north of the junction with Valley Road. The figures
shown below are taken for the hour periods beginning 0700, 1200, 1700, and 2200.
Table 8.7: Observed 85th percentile speeds (mph) on A4128
Hour
Beginning
07:00
12:00
17:00
22:00

Cryers Hill Road 200 m NE of Valley Road Junction
North-eastbound
South-westbound
43.2
49.4
41.2
45.6
43.6
45.8
47.0
50.3

8.9.12 The national speed limit applies to Cryers Hill Road between the junction with Valley
Road and Cryers Hill village. The results of the speed surveys indicate that vehicles
do travel within the current posted speed limit throughout this section.

Accident Overview
8.9.13 Seven accidents were recorded on Cryers Hill Road between the Valley Road /
Cryers Hill Road roundabout and the junction with Four Ashes Road over the six year
period assessed, one of which resulted in serious injury. Three of the collisions
recorded were rear shunts.

8.9.14 There were four accidents at the junction with Four Ashes Road, all resulting in slight
injuries. Three of these involved right-turning vehicles.

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.9.15 Footways are present along both sides of the carriageway. These vary in width
between 1.0 – 1.5m in width and are in poor condition with the surface showing signs of
breaking up. They are also becoming overgrown which is resulting in a reduction in
width. Both footways are separated from the main carriageway by grass verges.

8.9.16 The standard of the footway on the west side of the carriageway improves greatly
through Cryers Hill. There are no dropped kerbs on the footway access across the
junction with Four Acres Road.

Bus Stops
8.9.17 There are bus stops located on either side of the main carriageway approximately
600m north of the junction with Valley Road / Cryers Hill Road.
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Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.9.18 It is recommended that an additional 40 mph speed limit sign is erected on the
northbound carriageway to supplement the solitary existing sign on the southbound
carriageway.

A4128 between Valley Road/Cryers Hill Road and Four Ashes Road
Recommendations

32 Replace existing kerbing with concrete kerbs with a minimum 125mm kerb face.
33 Cut back overgrowing vegetation on existing footway and put into a programme for
regular maintenance.
34 Resurface the carriageway on Cryers Hill Road between Valley Road and Four
Ashes Road with a thin surface course with low-spray surfacing.
35 Erect an additional 40 mph speed limit sign on the northbound carriageway to
supplement the solitary existing sign on the southbound carriageway.

8.10

A4128 between Four Ashes Road and Stag Lane

Base Condition Assessment
8.10.1 Cryers Hill Lane forms a simple priority T-junction with the A4128 Cryers Hill Road.
The current layout conforms to the current standards and visibility requirements. The
A4128 continues north and changes in character from urban to rural between Cryers
Hill and Great Kingshill villages. The junction with Pipers Lane is characterised by a
large mouth at the entrance to the junction that can encourage excessive vehicle
speeds on approach.

8.10.2 There is access to an individual property on the corner of this junction that may
prohibit any kerb build-out at this location. A relatively new housing development is
situated immediately to the north of the junction with Pipers Lane. The granite sett
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kerbing on Missenden Road at this location is not of the required height and should
eventually be replaced.

8.10.3 New Road does not have the required ‘give-way’ signs and road markings on
approach to the junction with Missenden Road. The carriageway width of Missenden
Road at this location is 6.2m.

8.10.4 In the absence of a dedicated delivery yard, it was observed during the site visit that
HGV deliveries to the Spar store on the corner of the junction with Missenden Road
took place on Hatches Lane. This is despite the fact there is a 7.5 tonne weight limit
on Hatches Lane. It is considered that this arrangement is not satisfactory and can
give rise to safety issues for both pedestrians and vehicular traffic.

Traffic & Speed Issues
8.10.5 Missenden Road continues northwards with a 40 mph speed limit. It was observed on
site than some vehicles exceeded the posted speed limit, particularly through the
rural element of this section. Cryers Hill Lane and Pipers Lane are both de-restricted,
with the national speed limit of 60mph applying. All other minor roads forming
junctions with Missenden Road throughout this section have a 30mph speed limit.

Accident Overview
8.10.6 Three accidents were recorded at the junction with Cryers Hill Lane over the six year
period assessed, and all of these resulted in serious injuries. All three accidents were
as a result of drivers failing to give way.

8.10.7 Seven accidents, all resulting in slight injuries, occurred on Missenden Road between
the Cryers Hill Lane and Hatches Lane junctions during the six year period. A further
three accidents (all slight injuries) were recorded at the junction with Hatches Lane,
one of which involved a cyclist. Two accidents occurred at the junction with The
Common, both involving right-turning vehicles and resulting in slight injuries.

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.10.8 There are no dropped kerbs on Missenden Road on the footway access across the
junction with Cryers Hill Lane. Tactile paving and dropped kerbs have been provided
at a location displaced from this junction, however this is outside the pedestrian
desire line.

8.10.9 There is a Puffin crossing located immediately to the north of the junction with Cryers
Hill Lane. The footway in Cryers Hill on the east side of the carriageway ends
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opposite the White Lion public house, whilst that on the west side continues into
Great Kingshill and is approximately 1.5 – 2.0m in width.

8.10.10 The footway on the east side of the carriageway recommences to the north of the
junction with Cockpit Road. This continues along both sides of the carriageway until
the junction with The Common, before it narrows to approximately 1.0m on both sides
in the vicinity of the junction with New Road.

8.10.11 There are dropped kerbs complete with tactile paving at the junction with Hatches
Lane, and a Puffin crossing is located immediately north of this junction. The footway
continues north of the junction with The Common on the west side of the carriageway
only, and narrows to only 0.5 – 1.0m near Stag Lane. A narrow footway of this nature
can be intimidating for pedestrians.

Bus Stops
8.10.12 There is a bus lay-by and shelter situated on the southbound carriageway between
the junctions with Four Ashes Road and Cryers Hill Lane. A bus stop is located on the
northbound carriageway immediately north of the Puffin crossing.

8.10.13 A bus stop is situated on Missenden Road on the northbound carriageway
immediately south of the junction with Pipers Lane. A bus stop on the southbound
carriageway is located approximately 10m north of this junction. There is a further
southbound bus stop located 20m south of the junction with Hatches Lane. The bus
shelter is off-set from the footway and accessed via the grass common only.

Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.10.14 There are zig-zag markings located on the main carriageway across the entrance to
Cryers Hill Lane due to the location of the Puffin crossing. There are national speed
limit signs present on entering Cryers Hill Lane and 40mph repeater signs on the
main A4128 carriageway.

8.10.15 The presence of the junction with Pipers Lane and Cockpit Road is signed but the
warning sign on the northbound carriageway is currently located in a cutting with
overhanging vegetation and is therefore not clearly visible. A yellow backing plate
would increase the visibility of the sign and make it more conspicuous to oncoming
drivers.
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A4128 between Four Ashes Road and Stag Lane Recommendations
36 Provide dropped kerbs on Missenden Road on the footway access across the
junction with Cryers Hill Lane.
37 Realign entrance to the junction with Pipers Lane to reduce vehicle speed on entry.
38 Replace existing kerbing with concrete kerbs with a minimum 125mm kerb face on
Missenden Road between Pipers Lane and New Road.
39 Enhance existing sign on northbound carriageway indicating presence of the
junction with Pipers Lane and Cockpit Road with a yellow backing plate.
40 Relocate bus shelter opposite Hatches Lane to a location parallel with the footway.

8.11

A4128 between Stag Lane and Peterley / Perks Lane

Base Condition Assessment
8.11.1 Stag Lane forms a T-junction with Missenden Road. The route continues north of Great
Kingshill within a rural setting and provides direct access to individual properties to the
north of the junction with Stag Lane.

8.11.2 The carriageway enters a dense cutting immediately north of the junction with The
Homestead with high vegetation on both sides, restricting visibility and illumination.

Traffic & Speed Issues
8.11.3 Stag Lane has a 30 mph speed limit, whilst the restriction on Missenden Road
increases from 40 mph to the national speed limit immediately north of the junction with
The Homestead. The national speed limit remains for approximately 500m before
reverting to 40 mph immediately south of the junction with Perks Lane and Peterley.
Vehicles were observed to be travelling southbound in excess of the 40 speed limit
through the junction with Stag Lane as they had not reduced their speed accordingly
from the 60mph section.
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8.11.4 6.4.62 The average hourly flows have been analysed on Missenden Road 350m north
of the junction with Cherry Tree Close and 50m south of the junction. The weekday
averages are shown below in Tables 8.8 and 8.9.

Table 8.8: Weekday Average Traffic Flow on A4128 350 metres North of Cherry
Tree Close
Weekday Average Traffic Flow on A4128 350 metres North of Cherry Tree Close
Time Period

Northbound

Southbound

0800 – 0900

403

635

1300 – 1400

318

340

1700 – 1800

590

352

8.11.5 Table 8.9 below shows that northbound traffic steadily rises throughout the day
beginning with the AM peak hour period. Conversely, the southbound traffic decreases
from its AM peak and levels off between 1300 and 1800 hours.

Table 8.9: Weekday Average Traffic Flow on A4128 Missenden Rd
Weekday Average Traffic Flow on A4128 Missenden Rd*
Time Period

Northbound

Southbound

0800 – 0900

244

484

1300 – 1400

289

276

1700 - 1800

553

300

*just south of Cherry Tree Close in Great Kingshill

8.11.6 The above tables indicate that the highest one-way flows at this location are 635
southbound vehicles during the AM peak hour period. The one-way link flow capacity is
1,260 per hour; therefore the A4128 is operating at 50% of its capacity in the highest
flow direction at this location.
8.11.7 Tables 8.10 and 8.11 present the 85th percentile speed limits surveyed in each direction
on Missenden Road, 350m north of the junction with Cherry Tree Close and 50m south
of the junction. The figures shown below are taken for the hour periods beginning 0700,
1200, 1700, and 2200.
Table 8.10: Observed 85th percentile speeds (mph) on A4128
Hour
Beginning
07:00
12:00
17:00
22:00

A4128 350 metres North of Cherry Tree Close
Northbound
Southbound
47.4
47.5
45.4
45.7
46.0
47.0
49.1
45.7
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Table 8.11: Observed 85th percentile speeds (mph) on A4128
Hour
Beginning
07:00
12:00
17:00
22:00

A4128 50m South of Cherry Tree Close
Northbound
Southbound
46.6
44.7
39.5
37.2
40.5
40.6
50.5
45.2

8.11.8 The posted speed limit along Missenden Road 50m south of the junction with Cherry
Tree Close is 40 mph, and the route becomes 60mph approximately 350m north of
this junction. The results of the speed surveys suggest that vehicles travelling
northbound are accelerating between the two survey locations and vehicles travelling
southbound are decelerating and rarely exceed the speed limit.

Accident Overview
8.11.9 One accident involving a right-turning vehicle, and which resulted in a slight injury,
was recorded at the junction with Stag Lane over the six year period assessed.

8.11.10 Two accidents occurred on Missenden Road between Stag Lane and the junction
with Peterley / Perks Lane during the period assessed. One involved a head-on
collision, resulting in a serious injury, whilst in the other, a driver lost control resulting
in a slight injury.

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.11.11 Footways are present along both sides of the carriageway north of the junction with
Stag Lane. The footway on the east side ends opposite the junction with Homestead.
The kerbing along this section consists of granite setts, and there are dropped kerbs
across the junction with The Homestead but no tactile paving.

8.11.12 The footway on the west side of the carriageway ends approximately 300m north of
the junction with The Homestead. There are then no footways along Missenden Road
for almost 400m until the junction with Perks Lane and Peterley, despite this being a
well used pedestrian link. It is therefore recommended that a footway be constructed
along this section, although it may be necessary to locate this on alternating sides of
the carriageway due to land constraints.

Bus Stops
8.11.13 Bus stops are located on Missenden Road southbound, immediately north of Stag
Lane, and northbound approximately 10m north of The Homestead. There is a further
southbound bus stop 20m south of Peterley.
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Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.11.14 Stag Lane has a solid white line and ‘Stop’ markings on approach to the junction with
Missenden Road rather than the ‘give-way’ markings that are present at all other
minor road junctions along the route. ‘Stop’ signs are generally only used where
visibility is so restricted that it is essential for vehicles to stop before entering the
major road. Other factors that may have influenced the use of this sign are the
gradient on the minor road, the accident record, poor alignment creating unusual
difficulty at the junction or the traffic volume on the major road. On-site observations
did not suggest that any of these factors were particularly prevalent at the junction.

8.11.15 There is a warning sign on the northbound carriageway indicating the presence of the
junction with Peterley and Perks Lane but this is located within a cutting in dense
vegetation and is not clearly visible to approaching drivers. A yellow backing plate
would enhance the visibility of the sign and make it more conspicuous. There are
‘SLOW’ carriageway markings on the northbound approach to the junction with Peterley
/ Perks Lane. It is recommended that these are highlighted with red surfacing to
enhance the warning for vehicles to slow down in the vicinity of the junction.

A4128 between Stag Lane and Peterley/Perks Lane Recommendations
41 Reduce 60 mph speed limit between The Homestead and Peterley/Perks Lane to 40 mph
42 Investigate feasibility of constructing a footway along the section between The Homestead
and Peterley / Perks Lane
43 Enhance existing sign on northbound carriageway indicating the junction with
Peterley/Perks Lane with a yellow backing plate
44 Install additional and highlight existing ‘SLOW’ markings Missenden Road with red
surfacing.

8.12

A4128 Wycombe Road between Peterley / Perks Lane and Lodge Lane
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Base Condition Assessment
8.12.1 The staggered junction of Peterley / Perks Lane marks the beginning of the
Prestwood area covered by this study. The Peterley arm is characterised by a splitter
island to allow separate north and southbound access to and from the A4128. The
current arrangement can lead to confusion for drivers, and the visibility out of the
junction does not conform to the required standards. The white lining present at the
junction with Peterley has become very faded and should be replaced as soon as
possible.

8.12.2 Whilst Peterley is a minor road, it currently represents an attractive alternative route
for vehicles heading into Great Missenden, although there is a low bridge warning for
larger vehicles over 14 feet. Perks Lane is almost directly opposite Peterley but is
offset sufficiently to create a staggered arrangement.

8.12.3 The kerbing to the north of the junction with Peterley / Perks Lane consists of pre-cast
concrete types and is of the required height on both sides of the carriageway. There
is no street lighting along this section of the route.

8.12.4 The A4128 continues northwards through a predominantly urban setting, with direct
access to residential properties on both sides of the carriageway. Wycombe Road is
approximately 6.0m wide through this section and the carriageway surface is in
adequate condition.

Traffic & Speed Issues
8.12.5 The speed limit on Missenden Road becomes 40 mph immediately south of the junction
with Perks Lane and Peterley. Vehicles were observed to be travelling northbound in
excess of the 40 speed limit through the junction with Peterley/Perks Lane as they had
not reduced their speed accordingly from the 60mph section. The national speed limit
applies along both Perks Lane and Peterley.

8.12.6 The speed limit on Wycombe Road reduces from 40 mph to 30 mph immediately south
of Lodge Lane. This change is reinforced by a red rumble strip on the carriageway.

8.12.7 The average hourly traffic flows were assessed along Wycombe Road 350m north of
the junction with Peterley. The weekday averages are shown below in Table 8.12
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Table 8.12: Weekday Average Traffic Flow on A4128 Wycombe Road
Weekday Average Traffic Flow on A4128 Wycombe Road*
Time Period

Northbound

Southbound

0800 – 0900

359

579

1300 – 1400

284

275

1700 - 1800

563

337

*350 metres north of junction with Peterley

8.12.8 The above table indicates that the highest one-way flow at this location is 579 vehicles
in the southbound direction during the AM peak hour period. The one-way link flow
capacity is 1,020 vehicles per hour; therefore the A4128 is operating at 57% of its
capacity in the highest flow direction at this location.
8.12.9 Table 8.13 presents the 85th percentile speed limits surveyed in each direction at on
Wycombe Road, 350m north of Peterley. The figures shown below are taken for the
hour periods beginning 0700, 1200, 1700, and 2200.
Table 8.13: Observed 85th percentile speeds (mph) on A4128
Hour
Beginning
07:00
12:00
17:00
22:00

A4128 Wycombe Road 350 metres north of Peterley
Northbound
Southbound
40.8
38.5
39.6
35.1
39.5
37.1
37.0
39.2

8.12.10 The speed limit along Wycombe Road at this location is 40 mph. The speed surveys
suggest that vehicles travel at or over the existing speed limit at most times of the day.

Accident Overview
8.12.11 A total of six accidents were recorded at the Peterley / Perks Lane junction over the
six year period assessed. Three involved vehicles turning right from Peterley onto the
main carriageway, whilst two involved rear collisions with cars waiting to turn right into
Peterley. All five of these resulted in slight injuries, whilst the sixth accident involved a
vehicle turning right into Perks Lane, and resulted in a serious injury.

8.12.12 Five accidents occurred during the six years between the Peterley / Perks Lane and
Lodge Lane junctions. Three involved vehicles losing control, each resulting in slight
injuries. Two further accidents resulted in serious injuries to pedestrians.

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.12.13 The footway along Wycombe Road recommences on the west side of the
carriageway north of Perks Lane and is approximately 1.5m in width.
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8.12.14 On the east side of the carriageway, the footway begins again just south of the Holy
Trinity Parish Church, however on the west side of the carriageway it ends
approximately 100m north of the church. Pedestrians must cross the road at this
location to continue their journey.

8.12.15 It was observed that the Holy Trinity Parish Church operates a nursery and preschool on its premises. Parents with pushchairs had to wait a long time to cross at
this point due to volume and high speed of the traffic. The carriageway is not wide
enough to accommodate a pedestrian refuge at this location. There is no footway on
Peterley, but this could form a good route for cyclists to access Great Missenden.

Bus Stops
8.12.16 There is a bus stop on the northbound carriageway approximately 30m north of the
junction Perks Lane. Additional north and southbound stops are located opposite the
Holy Trinity Parish Church.

Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.12.17 The warning sign indicating the presence of the junction with Peterley/Perks Lane on
the southbound carriageway should be enhanced with a yellow backing plate to
increase its visibility and make it more conspicuous to oncoming drivers.

8.12.18 Perks Lane is signposted as a single track lane with passing places. The 14 feet
height limit in place along Peterley is well signed on entry to the junction. There are
‘SLOW’ markings present at frequent intervals on both north and southbound
carriageways between the junction with Peterley / Perks Lane and Lodge Lane. It is
recommended that these are highlighted with red surfacing to enhance the warning for
vehicles to slow down in the vicinity of the junction.

A4128 Wycombe Road junction with Peterley / Perks Lane Recommendations
45 Remove the splitter island from the junction of Peterley and realign to form a standard
T-junction arrangement
46 Renew the white lining at the junction to re-enforce carriageway discipline if altering the
layout is considered inappropriate
47 Investigate the feasibility of installing a pedestrian refuge on Wycombe Road, 100m
north of the Holy Trinity Parish Church
48 Enhance existing sign on southbound carriageway indicating presence of the junction
with Peterley/Perks Lane with a yellow backing plate
49 Highlight ‘SLOW’ markings on the A4128 Wycombe Road with red surfacing.
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8.13

A4128 Wycombe Road from Lodge Lane to Honor End Lane/Chequers Lane

Base Condition Assessment
8.13.1 Lodge Lane forms a simple priority T-junction with Wycombe Road. The current layout
conforms to the current standards and visibility requirements. Lodge Lane and Green
Lane form an unsuitable route that is used by some drivers to bypass the High Street
and Wycombe Road sections of the A4128 in Prestwood. This slightly shorter route is
generally unconstrained, and traffic volumes and speeds on these roads have
increased over recent years. It is clear therefore that through-traffic using this route
should be restrained.

8.13.2 It was suggested initially by stakeholders that Lodge Lane should be closed to through
traffic as larger vehicles could turn around more easily on the wider roads. However it
was felt that this restriction would also need to be applied to Green Lane. An additional
suggestion was the introduction of new ‘Access Only’ signs, although it should be
emphasised that road closures or traffic calming would require street lighting to ensure
the safety criterion is met. This rat-run is discussed in greater detail later in this section.
If this approach is adopted it is recommended that Green Lane should be signed as
having no access to the A4128 Martinsend Lane. This sign should be located on the
A4128 prior to the junction with Lodge Lane.

8.13.3 This section of the A4128 corridor is characterised by a 30mph speed limit and is often
bypassed by traffic as drivers seek to avoid any real or perceived delays in Prestwood
High Street. The rat run via Lodge Lane and Green Lane is addressed elsewhere in this
section, however the fact this problem exists is evidence that the A4128 corridor is not
fulfilling its role completely at this location.

8.13.4 The Wycombe Road carriageway has been resurfaced recently between Lodge Lane
and Sixty Acres Road and is approximately 6.0m wide through south Prestwood.
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8.13.5 There is no street lighting along any of the residential roads that join Wycombe Road.
There are new housing developments located at Mill End Close and Idaho Park on the
west side of the carriageway.

8.13.6 There is a small free car park located outside the parade of shops which was observed
to be fully utilised during the PM peak hour period.

Traffic & Speed Issues
8.13.7 The speed limit of Wycombe Road throughout this section is 30 mph, although the
straight alignment of the A4128 here does little to discourage speeding. Many drivers
were observed gaining (and thus speeding) on those driving at the speed limit, before
seeking to overtake.

8.13.8 Lodge Lane also has a 30 mph speed limit. The width and alignment of Lodge Lane is
such that vehicles can easily exceed this limit, especially as there are no physical
measures in place to discourage speeding.

Accident Overview
8.13.9 There were two accidents recorded at the Lodge Lane junction during the six year
period examined. Both involved right turns into or out of Lodge Lane.

8.13.10 Five accidents occurred on Wycombe Road between Lodge Lane and the junction
with Honor End Lane / Chequers Lane. One fatality occurred at the sharp right-hand
bend at the junction with Clarendon Road, whilst a serious injury resulted from a
motorcycle losing control. A rear collision and an accident involving a right turning
vehicle from the car park outside the shopping parade both resulted in slight injuries.
A pedestrian was hit whilst walking on the footway which resulted in a slight injury.

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.13.11 The footway is approximately 1.5m wide leading into Prestwood and is in good
condition but remains along the east side of the route only. There are dropped kerbs
located at the junctions with Hildreth Road and Sixty Acres Road but these are not
complete with tactile paving. Westrick Walk forms a dedicated footpath into the Lodge
Lane estate from the A4128 Wycombe Road. Cycling is prohibited along Westrick
Walk.

8.13.12 The footway begins again on the west side of Wycombe Road, north of junction with
Clarendon Road and Clare Road. There are also dropped crossings provided
immediately north of the junction to facilitate east-west pedestrian movements. There
is no tactile paving located at the dropped crossing however.
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8.13.13 There is a Zebra crossing located outside the parade of shops north of Pepys Drive.
Lighting columns are located on both sides of the footway to provide illumination for
the crossing facility. The crossing is incorrectly accompanied by ‘L’ shaped tactile
paving, when in fact it should be a ‘T’ arrangement. The flashing beacon at the Zebra
crossing on the northbound carriageway is muffled by a black dome indicating the
light pollution has been identified as a problem for the nearby residential properties.

Bus Stops
8.13.14 There are bus stops located in both north and southbound directions at regular
intervals along Wycombe Road between Lodge Lane and Honor End Lane. This
includes those that are situated on the side of the carriageway where there is no
footway present at that location. There is a bus lay-by situated outside Prestwood
Village Hall.

Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.13.15 Lodge Lane is signed as an unsuitable route for heavy vehicles. As a result of there
being no street lighting on Lodge Lane, Hildreth Road, and Sixty Acres Road, the 30
mph speed limits are enforced by repeater speed limit signs located on sign posts.

8.13.16 It is recommended that the warning sign indicating the presence of the junction with
Clarendon Road and Clare Road on the northbound carriageway is emphasised by a
yellow backing plate to increase the visibility of the sign and make it more
conspicuous to oncoming drivers and cyclists.

8.13.17 There are sign-mounted chevron markings to indicate a ‘sharp deviation of route’ for
the right-hand bend immediately before the junction with Clarendon Road. A large
‘diversion ends’ sign is also located at this bend.

8.13.18 There are Advance Directional Signs on both north and southbound approaches to
the junction with Chequers Lane indicating the sharp bend. These are relatively small
and may not provide sufficient clear indication or warning of the bend.

8.13.19 There are ‘SLOW’ markings on the carriageway on both north and southbound
approaches to the bend. It is recommended that these are highlighted with red
surfacing to enhance the warning for drivers approaching the junction to slow down.

8.13.20 There are pedestrian signs indicating the walking distance to nearby key destinations
on the northbound carriageway at the junction with Honor End Lane as well as further
signs indicating the presence of elderly pedestrians in the area.
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A4128 Wycombe Road between Lodge Lane and Junction with Honor End
Lane/Chequers Lane Recommendations
50 Replace the ‘L’ shaped tactile paving located at the Zebra crossing with the correct
‘T’ shaped tactile paving
51 Enhance existing sign on northbound carriageway indicating presence of the
junction with Clarendon Road/Clare Road with a yellow backing plate
52 Highlight ‘SLOW’ markings on Wycombe Road on the northbound approach to the
junction with Honor End Lane/Chequers Lane with red surfacing.

8.14

A4128 Junction with Honor End Lane / Chequers Lane / High Street

Base Condition Assessment
8.14.1 This four arm junction forms the critical point at which the northbound A4128 turns
sharply east towards Great Missenden. It is characterised by a lack of street lighting
and relatively high pedestrian activity around the shops, businesses, doctors’ surgery
and chemist on either side of the road. Furthermore, the layout can give northbound
drivers the perception that priority is in fact for the straight ahead movement into
Chequers Lane.

8.14.2 Adding lighting is an essential measure to accompany junction improvements and will
also provide a focal point for the village, and ensure that pedestrians and cyclists are
seen at night and at dusk at this busy location

8.14.3 The layout of the junctions at Honor End Lane and Chequers Lane is not ideal but is
not inherently unsafe. The difficulties with this junction alignment are inappropriate
vehicle speeds, poor driver behaviour and pedestrians who misjudge the speed of
traffic.
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8.14.4 Whilst it would be beneficial to have a pedestrian crossing sited to the north east of
the sharp bend the limited forward visibility for drivers means it would be an
inappropriate location as pedestrians could not be seen within a safe distance. A
study to find a precise optimum location and crossing type is recommended.

Traffic & Speed Issues
8.14.5 The speed limit on the A4128 through Prestwood is 30 mph. The whole of the village
is unlit, therefore 30 mph repeater signs are necessary. Stakeholders confirmed that
traffic speeds through the village centre and the High Street appear to be high.

Accident Overview
8.14.6 There have only been two accidents around this junction during the six year period
that was assessed, however one of these led to a pedestrian fatality. A lack of street
lighting was one reason cited for this accident.

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.14.7 There is a Zebra crossing on Wycombe Road, just south of Honor End Lane. This is
suitable for some pedestrians accessing the Chequers Parade shops on the east side
of Wycombe Road, but is away from the main desire line for pedestrian movement
which is closer to the sharp bend into High Street.

Bus Stops
8.14.8 There are no bus stops at this junction.

Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.14.9 There is a large ‘SLOW’ road marking to warn westbound drivers on High Street just
before the sharp left hand bend into Wycombe Road. No such marking is present in
the opposite direction as northbound Wycombe Road traffic approaches the bend.
The zigzag markings approaching the Zebra crossing do give some warning to
drivers of the need to slow down, although such a familiar feature can be less
effective than coloured road surfacing or rumble strips.
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A4128 / Honor End Lane / Chequers Lane Recommendations
53 Illuminate junction with high quality lighting units to enhance the village centre.
54 Install a mini-roundabout where Honor End Lane meets High Street to help reduce the
speed of vehicles approaching from the south along Wycombe Road.
55 Add a kerb build-out and widen footway on Chequers Lane adjacent to the Chequers pub
to create deflection for vehicles turning left from Wycombe Road and remove the
perception that this movement has priority.
56 Add a chevron sign to the build-out to make drivers aware of the sharp turn into High
Street. Such signing should be minimised to avoid unnecessary street clutter.
57 Investigate optimum location for, and type of formal crossing in High Street.

8.15

A4128 High Street from Chequers Lane to Green Lane

Base Condition Assessment
8.15.1 There is a significant level of pedestrian activity in Prestwood High Street, therefore the
provision of a dedicated crossing near St Peter’s Close would assist those crossing to
the east of Chequers Lane. A facility here would have very good visibility and may
reduce the speed of vehicles in the High Street at peak times. The new road markings
from this facility should help prevent illegal parking, but it may be necessary to erect
bollards to prevent vehicles encroaching upon the footway.

8.15.2 There is currently a parking problem outside the ‘Rusts’ mini- market, despite the
carriageway being marked with yellow lines to prohibit parking throughout the day. The
shop is adjacent to a car park off the south side of High Street and this is free for the
first hour. Motorists however often park outside of the shop as passing trade, with two
wheels on the footway, reducing its width and creating a problem for pedestrians to
pass, particularly for those who are mobility-impaired.
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8.15.3 The High Street has several dedicated parking bays on the southern side of the road.
During the day, vehicles parked here provide a form of traffic calming as southwestbound traffic is forced to give way to that travelling north-east. This system could
be improved by allowing some parking on the north side of the carriageway to provide a
balance to this system of giving way.

8.15.4 Access to Orchard Lane from High Street involves a vehicular crossover similar to that
when entering a private driveway. Visibility out of this junction is poor and as such does
not conform to the standards of a normal T-junction. Provided the space for turning
exists, Orchard Lane would benefit from being converted to a cul-de-sac. This would be
subject to a detailed design.

Traffic & Speed Issues
8.15.5 High Street is long and straight and thus encourages drivers to exceed the 30 mph
speed limit. The introduction of traffic islands along this section has been considered
to address this issue, however the current carriageway width of 6.4 metres, reducing
to 6.2 metres, is insufficient to accommodate these. This could only be done by
widening the carriageway, but this would result in the footway being narrowed.

8.15.6 Nairdwood Lane could offer an alternative rat-run to Green Lane once measures are
implemented there, although the sharp left hand turn from High Street does act as a
discouragement. Misuse of this road in the future should be monitored.

Accident Overview
8.15.7 There were three accidents around the entrance to the car park and St Peter’s Close,
although speed did not appear to be a factor in any of these. There was only one
accident between Blacksmith Lane and Nairdwood Lane during the period assessed,
but four at the Nairdwood Lane / Moat Lane junction itself. Measures to reinforce the
give way requirements where these roads meet the A4128 may be beneficial.

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.15.8 The footways along this section of High Street are not wide enough to accommodate
dual provision for pedestrians and cyclists. The rat-run via Green Lane and Lodge
Lane currently favoured by many drivers would be a more suitable route for cyclists.

Bus Stops
8.15.9 There are bus stops on either side of High Street near the junction with Orchard
Lane, and again just west of Green Lane.
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Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.15.10 There is a sign for the car park, but this is directly opposite the entrance on the
northern side of the road, and can easily be missed by drivers. Making the car park
more obvious will help reduce the illegal on-street parking that currently takes place.

A4128 High Street from Chequers Lane to Green Lane Recommendations
58 Add new clear signposts for the free car park on the approaches along High Street.
59 Extend carriageway markings to prevent parking across the entrance of Rusts.
60 Some enforcement required to deter illegal parking outside Rusts. This will only
have limited success as it cannot be policed permanently.
61 Investigate possibility of a new crossing on High Street adjacent to the car park and
the car dealership, as this would be closer to the school and its crossing patrol.
62 Modify white lining in High Street to a hatched arrangement, thereby reducing the
effective carriageway width, to reduce vehicle speeds.
63 Investigate conversion of Orchard Lane to a cul-de-sac.

8.16

A4128 Martinsend Lane / Green Lane

Base Condition Assessment
8.16.1 Green Lane is often used by through traffic to access the A4128 via Lodge Lane to
the south of Prestwood, thus avoiding any congestion that may occur in the village
centre. This rat run reduces the driving distance by only approximately ½ km but does
bypass any potential queuing near the shops in the centre of Prestwood.

8.16.2 Green Lane and Lodge Lane essentially form a residential route in a rural village
location where the posted speed limit is 30 mph along the entire road. Green Lane in
particular is an inappropriate route for such traffic as there are no continuous
footways, and speeding drivers have little regard for pedestrians or equestrians who
may be using the route.
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8.16.3 In order to remove this traffic from Green Lane, it is recommended that sign 617 ‘All
vehicles

prohibited

except

non-mechanically

propelled

vehicles

pushed

by

pedestrians’ be accompanied by sign 618.1 ‘No vehicles 7am to 10pm except for
access’ restrictions be placed at both the Martinsend Lane and Nairdwood Lane
ends. The time restriction can be altered to suit the needs of the residents along
Green Lane. This restriction should be in place for a trial period of twelve months
during which its effectiveness should be monitored.

8.16.4 It will deter non-residential drivers from using Green Lane as a short-cut to the A4128,
although it is acknowledged that police enforcement will be necessary if breaches of
this restriction occur. If drivers switch to Nairdwood Lane, this route at least has a
continuous footway, although it is anticipated that the loss of any significant distance
saving, and the more difficult turn at the junction with High Street will force more
traffic to remain on the A4128.

8.16.5 The visibility for drivers exiting Green Lane onto the A4128 is excellent, whilst the left
turn into Green Lane from Martinsend Lane requires little effort. In addition to access
restrictions outlined above, other measures can be added to reduce the attraction of
Green Lane to speeding drivers who may chose to ignore the restriction.

8.16.6 Consideration should be given to decreasing the flare of the road at this junction with
the installation of a kerb build-out. This would force traffic to slow considerably in
order to negotiate the turn. It would also bring about a heightened awareness of
Green Lane’s residential nature. In addition, it is recommended that red rumble strips
be placed near the junction entrance highlighting the need to slow down.

8.16.7 At the Nairdwood Lane end, a narrower entry / exit to Green Lane would also help to
deter inappropriate traffic. Both of these measures may be considered a lesser
priority than the prohibited entry restriction (described above) as a 12 month
monitoring period may reveal this to be an effective measure.

8.16.8 Immediately north of Cherry Close, there are ‘SLOW’ markings on either side. It is
recommended that these be highlighted with red surfacing to encourage more
defensive driving behaviour. Again, the 12 month entry restriction may preclude this
measure if it is successful. There is also some vehicular intrusion on the verge
southbound before the bend. The deterioration here is caused by drivers being
unable to maintain full control of their vehicles due to excessive speed as they
approach the bend. It was also observed during a site visit the vehicles often intruded
into the space of the other lane as they tried to negotiate the bends.
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Traffic & Speed Issues
8.16.9 The speed limit along the southern portion of Green Park is 30 mph, and vehicles were
observed exceeding this limit during the site visit. The rural setting, little traffic and
relative width of the carriageway incites drivers to speed. Table 8.14 below illustrates
the 85th percentile vehicular speeds along the Green Lane.
Table 8.14 – 85th percentile vehicular speeds (mph) along Green Lane
Green Lane 150 m south of j/w Green Park
Northbound
Southbound
39.2
40.6
39.4
39.4
38.8
39.1
42.6
40.5

Hour
Beginning
07:00
12:00
17:00
22:00

8.16.10 Given the excessive speeds along Green Lane, it is recommended that the measures
outlined above be implemented to enable residents to feel more secure and to shift
traffic back to the route it should be using.

Table 8.15: A4128 AM Classified Counts at the Martinsend Lane junction with Broombarn
and Green Lane: 10/06/2003
Location

Direction

A4128 Great

North-

Missenden side

bound

A4128 Great

South-

Missenden side

bound

A4128

North-

Prestwood side

bound

A4128

South-

Prestwood side

bound

Heavy

HGVs

Light

Classes

Goods

7-12

51

6

7

607

4

45

1

4

365

193

4

39

1

4

241

418

6

43

7

6

482

Pedal

Motor-

Car &

Buses &

Light

Cycles

cycles

Taxis

Coaches

Goods

2

0

535

6

0

0

311

0

0

2

0

Total
Vehicles

Table 8.16: A4128 PM Classified Counts at the Martinsend Lane junction with Broombarn
and Green Lane: 10/06/2003
Location

Direction

A4128 Great

North-

Missenden side

bound

A4128 Great

South-

Missenden side

bound

A4128

North-

Prestwood side

bound

A4128

South-

Prestwood side

bound

Heavy

HGVs

Light

Classes

Goods

7-12

41

0

1

386

1

36

2

0

464

262

3

34

0

1

300

301

1

27

1

0

332

Pedal

Motor-

Car &

Buses &

Light

Cycles

cycles

Taxis

Coaches

Goods

1

0

340

3

0

2

423

0

0

0

2
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Total
Vehicles

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.16.11 On the northern element of Green Lane, prior to the junction with New Road, there
are no footways alongside the carriageway. This has led to the creation of a worn
footpath along the eastern edge of the grass verge, despite the fact that the Chiltern
Heritage Trail leads off the road approximately 250 m from here. It would be difficult
to accommodate a continuous footway adjacent to the carriageway as the verge width
is inadequate. As both pedestrians and equestrians frequently use this road, it is
crucial that speed limits are reduced. This route has the right characteristics for
eventual ‘Quiet Lane’ designation.

Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.16.12 There is a warning sign indicating that the road is unsuitable for heavy goods vehicle
usage. However, it is recommended that the road be retained for local traffic use only
and a sign be erected stating this. The speed is posted as 30 mph and drivers are
requested to ‘kill your speed’.

8.16.13 The route is also well signed with speed limit repeater signs, occasional ‘SLOW’
markings on the carriageway and the usual signs indicating bends in the road. There
is also northbound reflective and lit signage indicating the access to Hughenden
Manor. The light fixture located on the sign, however, appears in poor condition and it
is recommended that this be replaced.

A4128 Martinsend Lane / Green Lane Recommendations
64 Add sign 617 ‘All vehicles prohibited except non-mechanically propelled vehicles
pushed by pedestrians’, and sign 618.1 ‘No vehicles 7am to 10pm except for
access’ to each end of Green Lane for a 12 month trial. Monitoring will ensure these
are effective, and where necessary police enforcement should take place.
65 Add a kerb build-out to reduce vehicle speeds approaching Green Lane to make the
left turn from Martinsend Lane more difficult.
66 Narrow the entry to Green Lane from Nairdwood Lane to deter speeding. It may
only be necessary to consider this and the kerb build-out at the other end following
the twelve month prohibited entry trial.
67 Highlight the ‘SLOW’ markings near Cherry Close with red surfacing.
68 Add yellow backgrounds to 30mph repeater signs.
69 Investigate the possibility of ‘Quiet Lane’ designation for Green Lane.
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8.17

A4128 Martinsend Lane between Upper Hollis and Station Approach, Great
Missenden

Base Condition Assessment
8.17.1 Martinsend Lane continues as a downhill gradient towards the bridge from
Prestwood, where the speed limit decreases from 40 mph to 30mph at Chiltern Manor
Park. The corridor is sinuous with a number of properties having direct access onto
the road. It is recommended that a gateway feature highlighting the dichotomy
between the village and country environment be implemented near the existing
boundary sign at Upper Hollis.

8.17.2 A prominent gateway in this location would seek to enhance and protect both the
valued characteristics of Great Missenden and also the safety of vehicles and
pedestrians. It would increase awareness of the posted speed limits and the village or
rural setting that the driver is about to enter along this stretch of the road. It is
important as well for the gateway to be sensitive to its rural location as it serves as an
environmental buffer.

8.17.3 A gateway feature could encompass an extended length of red surfacing with speed
limit highlighted in white roundels, and white edge lining that appears to narrow the
road width. Traditional boundary signs could be posted on gates or post fences which
state, ‘Welcome to Great Missenden. Please Drive Carefully’. From the gateway,
north into Great Missenden, it is recommended that the white edge lining extend until
the railway bridge with red surface dressing with ‘30’ roundels adjacent to each speed
repeater sign.

8.17.4 Martinsend Lane runs into Station Approach, which is separated by the bridge over
the railway. The bridge has been improved recently with new kerbs and a low wall for
improved pedestrian protection. There is a weight limit of 25 tonnes as depicted by
weak bridge signs, whilst the speed limit remains at 30 mph. Rumble strips and
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‘SLOW’ could also be incorporated approximately 50 metres before the bridge as a
further measure urging drivers to decrease their speeds.

Traffic & Speed Issues
8.17.5 For drivers coming down the hill into Great Missenden, there is little perception of a
need to slow down, and the change from rural to urban setting is sudden. Apart from
the change in speed limit as one enters Great Missenden, there are few features that
signify the need for greater caution and less speed.

8.17.6 In general, vehicles exceed the posted speed limit both up and down the hill. It was
observed that vehicles did not begin to brake until they reached the railway bridge on
their way into Great Missenden. The table below illustrates the issue of speeding
vehicles along this section of the A4128.
Table 8.17: – 85th percentile vehicular speeds (mph) along Martinsend Lane
Hour
Beginning
07:00
12:00
17:00
22:00

A4128 junction with Broomfield Hill
Eastbound
Westbound
42.7
41.9
42.6
42.4
44.2
43.3
49.5
48.5

8.17.7 The planned decrease in speed limits from 40mph to 30mph will benefit Prestwood
and Great Missenden and will support many of the measures discussed in this
strategy. It is however, essential that drivers reduce their current speeds. It is
proposed therefore that all speed limit repeater signs are reinforced with a yellow
background and the addition of a plate stating ‘THINK’ as depicted below. It may be
difficult to implement this proposal however, as it is subject to the approval of the
Conservation Board. ‘SLOW’ markings could also be painted on the carriageway
surface near to the junctions with Broomfield Hill and Grimms Hill.

Example of conspicuous speed limit reminder
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Accident Overview
8.17.8 There were only two accidents along this stretch of the A4128 during the time period
assessed, both just east of the Chiltern Manor Park turning. The speed of drivers
along this stretch suggests that this record will deteriorate unless effective measures
are implemented to reduce speeds significantly.

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.17.9 There is a narrow footway on the southern side of the carriageway, with grass verges
and overhanging vegetation on the opposite side. Maintenance could be improved as
the vegetation infringes on the footway width. There is no provision for cyclists at this
location.

Bus Stops
8.17.10 There are no bus stops along this stretch of the corridor.

Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.17.11 There is no warning of the weak bridge and weight restriction along Martinsend Lane
although there are no realistic opportunities for HGVs to turn around. It is anticipated
that the signs recommended to the south will address this problem. A chevron sign on
the south side of the carriageway and several reflective bollards have been damaged
and obscured by overgrown vegetation. It is recommended that these be replaced.

A4128 Martinsend Lane between Upper Hollis and Station Approach, Great
Missenden Recommendations
70 Add ‘SLOW’ warnings to Martinsend Lane carriageway facing up and down the hill.
71 Add a gateway feature at the existing boundary sign near Upper Hollis.
72 Add / replace reflective roadside bollards along Martinsend Lane.
73 Extend white edge lining until the railway bridge.
74 Add red surface dressing with ‘30’ roundels adjacent to the existing repeater signs.
75 Add yellow backgrounds to 30mph repeater signs west of the junction with Broomfield Hill,
and a plate stating ‘THINK’.
76 Add white lining from the proposed gateway feature to reduce the running lanes and give
the appearance of a more narrow space, thereby encouraging drivers to slow.
77 Add red surfacing and ‘SLOW’ markings to the carriageway surface near the junctions
with Broomfield Hill and Grimms Hill.
78 Add rumble strips and ‘SLOW’ marking approximately 50m before the railway bridge.
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8.18

A4128 Station Approach / Great Missenden Station Access

Base Condition Assessment
8.18.1 Station Approach has a number of retail businesses and provides access to the railway
station and car park. There are many pedestrian and vehicular activities associated with
the retail businesses here, and a significant number of vehicles stop as passing trade
during the day. Many pedestrians were observed crossing the road, despite there being
no formalised crossing facilities.

8.18.2 The access to the railway station, at the top end of Station Approach is characterised
by an excessively wide access. This form of junction has safety issues for pedestrians,
as the highway is extensive with no lane markings, and the layout is such that it does
not slow vehicles turning into the station. In addition, driver behaviour was observed to
be poor.

8.18.3 It is recommended that a new traffic/pedestrian island be placed in the centre of the
access. The station junction could also be realigned to discourage parking around the
junction, although this proposed layout would be subject to the approval of Chilterns
Railway. Any change of this nature must not compromise the ability of buses to turn into
and out of the station.

8.18.4 Bollards and a cycle rack have been installed adjacent to the Somerfield Supermarket
since the first site visit in July 2004. Space exists for seven cars to park on the north
side of Station Approach, and consideration should be given to providing a disabled
parking bay here. Ideally however, a disabled space would be provided on the same
side as the supermarket. An additional measure would be to provide a shelter for the
cycle racks.

8.18.5 Some vehicles were parked on the pavement in front of the supermarket in 2004 (see
photograph above). It has been observed however that since the features were added
to the pavement, more vehicles are now parking along the double yellow lines near to
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the railway station access. It is unclear whether the increased parking at this location
was an unusual occurrence or if it was related to the new features.

8.18.6 There are many pedestrian movements in the area given the close proximity of the
railway station and the shopping parade. Unfortunately, the lack of visibility of vehicles
crossing the bridge, and the location of the station access and current parking provision
preclude the creation of another pedestrian crossing facility.

Traffic & Speed Issues
8.18.7 There are no clear traffic or speed issues at this location, although the lack of any
facility to aid crossing does expose pedestrians to danger if a driver did approach the
station in a careless manner. This is particularly possible for westbound drivers on
Station Approach, who can enter the station via a very wide sweeping movement due
to the lack of a kerb build out. The problems with parking around this junction are well
documented however, and this does tend to encourage drivers to slow down.

Accident Overview
8.18.8 No accidents were recorded during the six year period assessed at this location.

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.18.9 Sustrans cycle directional signs are present near the mini-roundabouts and along this
stretch of the route. There is no dedicated cycleway, however cycle stands have been
recently added to the pavement. The area around the shops is highly pedestrianised
and the pavement is in good condition as it is new. The bollards prevent vehicles from
parking on the pavement which would infringe upon the pedestrian environment.

Bus Stops
8.18.10 There is a bus stop located adjacent to the station. Consideration should be given to
providing a shelter and bench at this location.

Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.18.11 The mini-roundabout and the accompanying signage located at the bottom of Station
Approach does comply with Guidelines set out by the Department for Transport. The
accompanying directional signage located along Link Road however, is incorrect and
should be replaced by sign 2120 ‘non-primary double mini-roundabouts’.
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A4128 Station Approach / Great Missenden station access Recommendations
79 Add kerb build-out at the eastern corner of station entrance from Station Approach to
allow safer crossing for pedestrians, and to deter drivers from using excessive speed
when entering the station.
80 Add a pedestrian refuge to centre of junction. This design should not inhibit the turning
movement of buses.
81 Investigate the potential for Chiltern Railways’ car park to be made available to
shoppers at weekends.
82 Install a bus shelter and bench at Great Missenden station.
83 Create a disabled parking bay within the existing allocation adjacent to the shops on the
north side of Station Approach.

8.19

A4128 Station Approach / Aylesbury Road and High Street / Link Road miniroundabouts

Introduction
8.18.1 Towards the end of Station Approach, there is a mini-roundabout at the junction of
Aylesbury Road. This form of junction is not ideal, but it does provide a compromise in
terms of safety and access. Pedestrians cross Station Approach in two sections via a
pedestrian/splitter island. Aylesbury Road to the west has a sub-standard dropped
crossing facility, with ‘T’ shaped tactile paving included in the design. The A4128 route
then turns south for a very short stretch before a second mini-roundabout linking Great
Missenden High Street and Link Road.

8.20

Great Missenden High Street and Aylesbury Road

Base Condition Assessment
8.20.1 High Street and Aylesbury Road do not form part of the A4128 itself, and so are dealt
with in a more general discussion here as traffic and accident data were not collected.
What follows therefore is a brief description of issues relating to these two roads and a
list of recommended improvements based on these observations. Both High Street and
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Aylesbury Road would benefit from separate studies to address particular issues (such
as the hospital junction with the A413 and rat-running via Nags Head Lane) that do not
form part of the A4128 Route Strategy.

High Street - Base Condition Assessment
8.20.2 Approximately six metres east of the mini-roundabout, the High Street has a block
paved element that appears to depict to drivers that they are entering a traffic calmed
area. The block paving has no height differential to the existing carriageway and there
is no white lining on this.

8.20.3 Travelling east on the High Street, there are horizontal deflections that form the traffic
calming along this road. The signs showing priority for northbound traffic are out of date
and need to be replaced with the latest version (Sign No 811, ‘traffic has priority over
oncoming vehicles’), whilst the carriageway surface is showing signs of wear and may
need to be replaced. The drainage of the road appears to be poor and may require
improvements to reduce the accumulation of water that can occur at the edge of the
carriageway.

8.20.4 The new Roald Dahl centre in the High Street may have a traffic impact in this location.
It is likely that some visitors to this attraction will arrive by coach, yet it is unclear where
these coaches may park. A review of the transport assessment may therefore be
required to determine the level of impact that this development will have on the village.

8.20.5 It is recommended that the High Street’s speed limit be reduced from 30mph to 20mph
in keeping with the traffic calmed features. This would increase the safety for drivers,
pedestrians contributing to a more pleasant village centre environment. It is also
recommended that a 7.5 tonne weight restriction also be included within the strategy.

Great Missenden High Street Recommendations
84 Review the Transport Assessment to determine the level of impact that the Roald
Dahl Centre development will have on the village.
85 Replace priority signs in High Street with the latest version (Sign No 615, ‘priority
must be given to vehicles from the opposite direction’).
86 Reduce the speed limit in High Street from 30mph to 20mph, in keeping with the
traffic calmed features.
87 Implement a 7.5 tonne weight restriction along High Street.
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Aylesbury Road - Base Condition Assessment
8.20.6 This element of the study examines Aylesbury Road which runs between the A4128
and the A413 to the north of the town. Whilst it is not actually part of the A4128
corridor, it is discussed here as several issues relating to Aylesbury Road impact
directly on the A4128 itself in Great Missenden.

8.20.7 This route is relatively straight with the exception of the rural section, which is more
sinuous. The carriageway width is approximately 7.3 metres with some on-street
parking. This however, is restricted to between 15:00 and 16:00 in the afternoon on
the east side of the road due to the presence of the Gateway School. On the west
side of the carriageway, parking is restricted by double yellow lines. It is
recommended that this provision be maintained.

8.20.8 The Rignall Road / Aylesbury Road junction is characterised by an expansive bell
mouth design. It was evident during the site visit that most vehicles were exceeding
the posted speed limit and drivers were careless in their negotiation of the junction
bend. Vehicles approached the junction too quickly and as a result, drove partly on
the verge or over the centre line of Rignall Road. Considerable rutting was also
identified along the verge.

8.20.9 Consideration should be given to the installation of a kerb build-out and alteration of
the kerb and central line. This combination would reduce the width of the junction
significantly, thus encouraging drivers to slow down. Any change to the junction
arrangement and the scope of the kerb build-out is subject to a junction analysis and
redesign upon consideration of the traffic flows and speeds. The give way road
markings should also be renewed on Rignall Road.

8.20.10 The volume of traffic observed during the first site visit appeared to be insignificant,
however vehicles were observed exceeding the speed limit. The posted speed limit
begins at 60mph and abruptly changes to 30 mph nearer to the school. As such, it is
highly recommended that a speed limit of 40mph be introduced between the school
and the A413, and a gateway feature be placed near the Gateway school with a plate
stating: ‘Welcome to Great Missenden. Please Drive Carefully.’

8.20.11 Similar to the other gateway recommendations, this measure would effectively
emphasise the change of environment to approaching traffic. An additional option
would be to enhance this feature with roundels reinforcing the 30mph speed limit. It is
essential that these speed limit proposals coincide with BCC’s Speed Management
Strategy.
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8.20.12 Variable signs can be used in conjunction with the legend ‘SLOW DOWN’, as
published in Traffic Advisory Leaftlet 1/03. In this case, it is recommended that a
temporary speed indicator device be used at this location after the installation of the
gateway feature. It would indicate to passing vehicles whether they are exceeding the
30mph speed limit on roads. Essentially, it would highlight to local drivers who may
not be aware of their speed to observe the limit in place.

8.20.13 The photograph below illustrates the type of feature that could be implemented here.
The gateway could consist of coloured surfacing and rumble strips several metres
long.

Example of alternative road surface at Gateway

8.20.14 There is no formalised pedestrian crossing along Aylesbury Road despite the location
of the school. A well worn path leads across a verge from Aylesbury Road to Rignall
Road, however the location of the junction and the inadequate provision of land make
it impossible to install a formal crossing point at this location.

8.20.15 It would help to reduce vehicular speeds and improve safety for traffic approaching
the two mini-roundabouts in the village centre. The exact location of a formalised
crossing would be subject to further analysis.
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Aylesbury Road, Great Missenden Recommendations
88 Reduce the speed limit from 60 mph to 40mph where the village begins.
89 Add a gateway feature stating ‘Welcome to Great Missenden, Please Drive Carefully’
where the speed limit drops from 60mph to 40mph.
90 Add a variable sign in conjunction with the legend ‘SLOW DOWN’, (see Traffic Advisory
Leaftlet 1/03) to show that vehicles are exceeding a 30mph speed limit on lit roads.
91 Add a temporary speed indicator device at this location to complement the installation
of a gateway feature.
92 Install a kerb build-out and alter central line at Rignall Road.
93 Refresh the give way road markings at the junction with Rignall Road.
94 Reduce the speed limit from 40mph to 30 mph nearer to the school.
95 Add a gateway feature near the Gateway School consisting of rumble strips and
coloured surfacing.
96 Investigate the installation, type and location of a formalised crossing point along
Aylesbury Road to serve the residents and school.

8.21

A4128 Link Road / A413 Junction

Base Condition Assessment
8.21.1 This final element of the A4128 route is known as Link Road and connects to High
Street in Great Missenden at a mini-roundabout. This section is approximately
0.25km long and has a 30mph speed limit. The carriageway width is approximately
7.3 metres but this is effectively reduced to 5.3 metres by on-street parking
(approximately 30 spaces) which is free for one hour as depicted by notices at the
back of footway.

8.21.2 The street lighting varies along Link Road, with most of the section having 12 metre
columns with modern lanterns. Towards the village centre however, the columns are
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reduced in height, thus providing less effective light on the highway. These continue
throughout the village centre area.

8.21.3 Two pay and display car parks are situated off Link Road, both providing free parking
for the first hour. There is a recycling facility situated in the west side car park, as well
as a public toilet. Towards the village centre, there are two bus stops on either side of
the road, with a poor quality shelter provided on the west side.

8.21.4 The road surface and drainage appear to be in good condition with no obvious
defects, with granite setts forming the carriageway edge.

8.21.5 The volume of traffic observed during the first site visit appeared to be continuous.
The number of commercial and heavy goods vehicles also seemed to be substantial
for the time of day.

8.21.6 The advance directional sign for southbound vehicles towards the town centre shows
that there are two large roundabouts to negotiate, when in fact they are both miniroundabouts. This sign should be changed to one that is more appropriate.

Traffic & Speed Issues

8.21.7 Table 8.18 below illustrates peak hour and midday flows at the beginning of the study
area in Great Missenden. The AM peak hour flows that are north-eastbound are
significantly higher than traffic any other time of the day along this stretch. This is
consistent with the commuting patterns of the area’s residents.

Table 8.18: – Weekday Average Traffic Flow on A4128 Link Road*
Time Period

Northeastbound

Southwestbound

0800 – 0900

631

408

1300 – 1400

299

257

1700 - 1800

422

492

*Great Missenden approximately 100 metres southwest of junction with A413

8.21.8 The AM peak north-eastbound flows on the A4128 Link Road are high relative to the
other peak directional traffic. The road width measures 7.3 metres, however the
parking significantly narrows the carriageway space to approximately 5.3 metres. As
a result, the effective carriageway capacity is reduced from 1140 vehicles per hour on
the busiest directional flow along a UAP4 two-way single carriageway assuming a
60/40 direction split.
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Table 8.19: – 85th percentile vehicular speeds (mph) along Link Road
Hour
Beginning
07:00
12:00
17:00
22:00

A4128 Link Road 100 m SW of A413
North-eastbound
South-westbound
29.1
38.1
35.6
33.8
33.3
35.5
37.7
38.6

8.21.9 The speeds along Link Road are exceeded throughout the day with the exception of
the north-eastbound traffic during the 0700 time period. It is likely that this is due to
the high directional flow of traffic which in turn, slows speeds.

Accident Overview
8.21.10 Two slight accidents have occurred along Link Road in the past six years. There are
no significant accident findings to report.

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities
8.21.11 A Zebra crossing is located east of the mini-roundabout on Link Road/High Street,
and standard footways align both sides of the carriageway. There are no cycle
facilities.

Bus Stops
8.21.12 The bus shelter located on Link Road is in poor condition with no timetable
information, seating or lighting. This should be improved to help encourage greater
use of public transport services.

Traffic Signs & Road Markings
8.21.13 Double yellow lines and occasional ‘at any time’ plates are located on the northern
side of the carriageway. According to the DfT Circular 02/2003, the sign plates are no
longer required and can be removed. It is recommended that the poles are removed
as well during Buckinghamshire County Council’s normal maintenance schedule. This
measure would reduce some of the existing street clutter.

8.21.14 It is also recommended that a gateway feature be implemented along Link Road with
the inclusion of ‘Welcome to Great Missenden. Please Drive Carefully.’ before the
commencement of the parking. This measure would effectively emphasise the
change of environment from the A413 to approaching traffic. An additional option
would be to enhance the gateway feature with roundels reinforcing the 30mph speed
limit.

8.21.15 Variable signs can be used in conjunction with the legend ‘SLOW DOWN’, as
published in Traffic Advisory Leaflet 1/03. These indicate that vehicles are exceeding
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a 30mph speed limit on roads with lighting. In this case, it is recommended that a
temporary speed indicator device be used at this location after the installation of the
gateway feature. It would highlight to local drivers who may not be aware of their
speeds to observe the limit in place.

Link Road / A413 Junction Recommendations
97 Remove ‘At any time’ sign plates and poles.
98 Replace the directional signage with Sign 2120 ‘non-primary double miniroundabouts’.
99 Upgrade bus shelter to include timetable, seating and lights.
100 Implement a gateway feature welcoming drivers to Great Missenden.
101 Enhance the gateway feature with roundels to reinforce the existing speed limit.
102 Add a temporary speed indicator device at this location to complement the
installation of a gateway feature.
103 Remove central island on A413 southbound approach to Link Road roundabout.
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9

ROLE OF THE A4128 CORRIDOR

9.1

Road Types

9.1.1

There are various road types throughout Great Britain that exhibit certain characteristics
that are typically associated with them. The current road hierarchy is identified in the
Institute of Highways & Transportation’s (IHT) Urban Safety Management Guidelines
and establishes the characteristics typically associated with routes such as Primary
Distributors, District Distributors or Local Distributors. It is important to identify how the
local road network can perform an area’s functions appropriately, so that road design
may be enhanced to achieve this. This hierarchy can then be split into classifications as
detailed below.

9.1.2

Roads are categorised in terms of their actual or intended uses within the network as a
whole. These categories define their design, adoption and management standards,
regardless of which local authority is responsible for any particular road. There is a
national structure, which is interpreted locally with regard to local conditions. The
national structure is set out in Roads and Traffic in Urban Areas (RTUA 1987)
published by the IHT. A classified road is a highway, categorised by the Secretary of
State and, where appropriate, the local highway authority, according to its importance
to the movement of traffic. Classified Roads may be either I, II or III. All class I and II
roads and some Class III roads are given numbers, generally with the prefix A, B or C
respectively.

9.1.3

A-roads are major routes which can vary in design from motorway-standard to narrow
local roads, and have one, two, three or four digit numbers prefixed with 'A'. B-roads
are local routes and have three or four digit numbers prefixed with 'B'. C-roads are
rarely signposted or shown on maps and they are reference numbers used by the
government bodies that maintain roads. Roads which have no designated numbers are
‘Unclassified Roads’. Local roads or side roads in residential areas are generally
unclassified roads. They can form part of the area network (distributor roads) or serve
local access needs only.

9.2

A4128 Context

9.2.1

Five classifications of road make up the IHT hierarchy, as well as routes for cycles and
pedestrians. The A4128 and the adjacent routes examined in Prestwood and Great
Missenden exhibit some characteristics from each of these categories, therefore it may
be necessary to establish the predominant characteristics that exist and adapt the route
to strengthen this status. These classifications are summarised below.
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Primary Distributors
•

Predominantly fast moving traffic

•

No pedestrians

•

No stationary vehicles

•

Suitable for HGV through movements

•

No Vehicle access to individual properties

•

Very little local vehicle movement

•

Predominantly through vehicle movement

•

Speeds in excess of 40mph

District Distributors
•

Medium distance traffic including public transport

•

All traffic, including HGVs between different parts of an urban area

•

Minimum pedestrian activity and positive safety measures

•

Some stationary vehicles depending on flow conditions

•

Vehicle access to individual properties only where flows are lower

•

Some local vehicle movement

•

Predominantly medium distance traffic

•

Speed limits of 30 or 40mph within urban areas

Local distributors
•

Vehicle movements near start / end of all journeys & bus routes to local areas

•

Pedestrian activity requires careful consideration of crossing opportunities

•

Appreciable level of stationary vehicles if off-road space does not exist

•

Only HGV activity to serve frontages or nearby access roads

•

Some frontage vehicle access to individual properties

•

Predominantly local vehicular movement

•

No through vehicular movement

•

Speed limit of 30mph, but layout should discourage speed

Access Roads
•

Predominantly activity walking. Any vehicle movement is for access and is slow

•

Free pedestrian movement with random crossing

•

Considerable level of stationary vehicles

•

Only HGV activity is for deliveries

•

Vehicle access to individual properties is predominant

•

No local or through vehicular movement

•

Speeds less than 20mph with speed reducing measures
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Pedestrian Streets

9.2.2

•

Predominant activities walking, meeting, trading

•

Pedestrians have complete freedom

•

Only vehicular access will be for servicing, emergency or mobility handicapped

•

No local vehicle movement except where public transport vehicles are admitted

•

No through vehicle movement

•

Speeds less than 5mph

Very often a road will exhibit characteristics from each of these categories, therefore it
may be necessary to establish the principal elements that typify the route in question.
Measures such as speed limit reviews or traffic calming can reinforce the grouping that
is most appropriate.

9.2.3

The system of applying letters and numbers (e.g. A4128, M40, B485 etc.) does not
always reflect these differences as there can sometimes be an overlap where a district
distributor carries a ‘B’ classification. This system exists because local conditions
require a local hierarchy for area-based traffic management.

9.2.4

As mentioned in Section two of this document, the Local Transport Plan identifies the
A4128 as an inter-urban District Distributor. Yet, given the descriptions above, the
A4128 is essentially a local distributor road as it does not serve through movements. It
does however contain some rural stretches where speed limits are subject to the
national speed limit. This raises the question over whether the A4128 should remain as
an ‘A’ road or be reclassified to a ‘B’ status?

9.2.5

A road with a ‘B’ classification can be described as one of lesser importance than an ‘A’
road that is there to connect up missing links and to attach ‘A’ Roads with other ‘A’
Roads. They are typically between five and 25 miles long. In this respect, the A4128
exhibits the characteristics of a ‘B’ road.

9.2.6

If the A4128 were a District Distributor, it would facilitate through traffic between High
Wycombe and the A413 at Great Missenden, yet very little of the traffic using the route
is actually of this nature, instead making local journeys between origins and
destinations around the corridor.

9.2.7

Pedestrian movements along District Distributors are minimised and reinforced with
safety measures. In addition to this, cycle lanes, along with measures that aid right
turns, would be provided if alternative routes were not available. Again, the A4128 route
does not fit into this category.
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9.2.8

The presence of stationary vehicles is also minimised on District Distributors and is
highly dependent upon traffic flow conditions. Heavy goods vehicle activity is normally
prevalent along such routes, however this is minimal on the A4128 due to the weight
restriction on the bridge in Great Missenden.

9.2.9

In general, District Distributors do not permit vehicular access to individual properties,
yet many such access points exist along the A4128. District Distributors also facilitate
local vehicular movement, but predominantly serve medium distance traffic and are
subject to 30 or 40mph speed limits within an urban area.

9.2.10 The measures recommended within this report will help to reinforce the role of the
A4128 by removing traffic from inappropriate routes, and more importantly, travelling at
safer speeds that are more in keeping with a local distributor road.

9.2.11 Reclassifying the route to ‘B’ status would have some benefit. It would be more
representative of the route once it has been enhanced with the measures proposed in
this strategy. In addition, it would have the benefit of encouraging less familiar throughdrivers to use the alternative ‘A’ route, although it is acknowledged that this type of
journey is not common along this route.

9.2.12 Central Government contributes 50% of the maintenance costs for ‘A’ roads, but only
30% for ‘B’ roads. Given the expense that reclassification would bring, it may be
considered more cost-effective to prioritise the physical improvements proposed in
order to create a local Distributor ‘B’ road in all but name.
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10

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

10.1

Summary

10.1.1 This final section discusses the main issues that exist along the A4128 and examines
the route as a whole, considering inputs from the stakeholder meetings which were
central to the recommendations contained in the strategy. It examines the existing
and future roles of the A4128 corridor in conjunction with the strategic highway
network, and weighs up the anticipated impact of the recommended improvements.

10.1.2 Finally, it is acknowledged that recommendations contained in this study will need to
be prioritised and the finance made available for their implementation. There should
therefore be scope for a longer term programme of improvements in the future that
will include those given less priority from this study, and any measures addressing
issues that arise from a period of monitoring.

10.1.3 This study has sought to address the primary concerns of stakeholders along the
A4128 corridor, and in so doing, provide a better and more appropriate definition for
the role of the route. The problems that have characterised various sections of the
route have in turn impacted on adjacent routes, most notably Green Lane and Lodge
Lane in Prestwood, as well as Aylesbury Road and High Street in Great Missenden.

10.1.4 The route passes through both urban and rural landscapes where pedestrian activity
can vary, and the level of speed-inhibiting factors changes dramatically. The accident
record is poor, with over 150 recorded incidents in six years, including five fatalities.

10.1.5 The key question in addressing the problems that exist along the corridor is to
establish the role that the road should now be performing. The A4128 carries very
little through traffic, as it principally caters for local movements between settlements
along the route from High Wycombe and Great Missenden. Traffic travelling between
these two places would be better served using the A404 / A413 (Primary) route,
however the shorter distance and the lack of speeding restrictions presently make the
A4128 a more attractive route to many drivers.

10.1.6 Geographically, the A4128 corridor is a local distributor road as there is no obvious
strategic alternative that might be expected with a district distributor. It is therefore
important that the image of the corridor is downgraded where appropriate to reflect
this local distributor role. In this respect, a change from an ‘A’ classification to a ‘B’
road would perhaps be appropriate, although this would incur the additional expense
of re-signing the route and may impact upon maintenance funding programmes. It is
more important for the route to be adapted where necessary to enhance the existing
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safety features and reinforce the road’s role by deterring inappropriate driving from
this and the neighbouring roads.

10.1.7 In summary, the A4128 corridor between High Wycombe and Great Missenden
carries local traffic that should be travelling at speeds in keeping with the rural nature
of the environment. Any improvements to reinforce this status should also be
sympathetic with the AONB status of the area through which it passes.

10.1.8 The rural section of the route between High Wycombe and Prestwood includes
stretches, where despite the 60mph limit, speed is encouraged by straight alignments
and downhill gradients. The presence of residential properties as well as features
such as a sports ground, public houses and shops all generate pedestrian activity and
should dictate that speed be discouraged. This would be more in keeping with the
character of a local distributor road. The underlying purpose of this whole study
therefore has been about identifying how to ensure appropriate vehicles travel at
appropriate speeds on appropriate roads. This in turn will improve the safety record of
the route.

10.1.9 The Green Lane / Lodge Lane rat-running problem in Prestwood is unacceptable. It
has been demonstrated by local stakeholders that it is mostly local drivers who are
abusing this route, and that the addition of warning signs or road markings will have
little effect in deterring them. It is for this reason in particular that a 12 month trial use
of ‘all vehicles prohibited’ signs, banning all but local access movements be
implemented here. This is one example of removing inappropriate traffic and diverting
it onto the route it is meant to be on.

10.1.10 Similarly, in Great Missenden, there is evidence that the old Aylesbury Road and High
Street routes through the village are attracting vehicles that are diverting off the A413
bypass because of the delays that occur approaching the Link Road roundabout.
Again, both of these roads are inappropriate for the type of traffic that is using them
as diversions. Measures are therefore proposed to ease their movement along the
A413, and to deter such traffic from the more sensitive parts of the village.

10.1.11 On the A4128 itself in Great Missenden, there is a serious problem with drivers
frequently exceeding the 30mph speed limit, both up and down the hill in Martinsend
Lane. This section of the route is extremely dangerous and has raised numerous
concerns from stakeholders and local residents. Drivers need to be made aware that
they are entering a village environment and that excess speed is unacceptable.
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10.1.12 It is acknowledged that issues exist elsewhere around Great Missenden, in particular
the hospital junction with the A413 at the southern end of High Street and the problem
of rat-running traffic using Nags Head Lane. Whilst measures can be introduced at
these locations, they should in themselves be the subject of separate studies as they
are beyond the scope of this strategy which examines the A4128 as a whole.

10.1.13 Stakeholders have identified an issue with unnecessary signing and street clutter
along the route. It is important to ensure that signposting is not only appropriate, but
also in the correct location to be effective. A review of signing in Prestwood is
necessary to ensure that drivers are aware of the restriction on through movements
using Lodge Lane and Green Lane. Signs warning of this are therefore needed on
each approach to this rat-run along the A4128.

10.1.14 Over 12% of all accident casualties were cyclists or pedestrians, therefore measures
that improve safety for these groups are essential. The proposed extension of the
footway between Stag Lane and Peterley will mean no section of the route is without
a facility for pedestrians.

10.1.15 By encompassing the Area Four Speed Limit Review, the reduction of certain speed
limits along the study corridor will enhance the route’s safety, especially as speed has
been sited in so many accidents. The addition of gateway features, red surfacing,
enhanced signing and speed roundels will all combine to reinforce the message that
excessive speed is dangerous and inappropriate in this area. It is important to give all
such measures a high priority as they will be more effective when they complement
one another.

10.1.16 The recommended route strategy proposals will help to make the A4128 a safer
route. There are many factors behind the 3,500 road deaths in the UK each year.
Where poor or outdated designs exist, measures can be introduced to counteract
these. Without such improvements, poor driving habits, most notably excessive
speed, will combine with higher traffic volumes to create a more dangerous
environment. It can be argued that speeding is an issue that successive national
governments have given insufficient weight to. Until speeding is portrayed as being as
antisocial as drink-driving, the problem will persist. In the meantime therefore, it is
essential that corridor studies such as this are carried out to implement local
measures that will force drivers to modify their behaviour.

10.2

Conclusions

10.2.1 Unlike some corridor studies, the central issues along the A4128 are more concerned
with safety than congestion. The accident record along the route demands that
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measures be implemented that are effective in modifying driver behaviour and thus
reducing the casualty rate. It is acknowledged that congestion problems exist in parts of
Great Missenden, and whilst measures are proposed to address these, such issues do
not typify the route as a whole.

10.2.2 Within High Wycombe, there is scope for junction improvements that will improve the
safety record, whilst in the rural elements of the route, it is essential to address the
problem of rat-running traffic blighting the lives of residents who live off the A4128, most
notably in Green Lane, Prestwood.

10.2.3 Essentially, the A4128 route caters for local drivers as it passes through a rural
landscape characterised by villages, pedestrians, deceptive bends and inclines. These
features present serious hazards where the speed of vehicular traffic is not restrained.

10.2.4 The A4128 passes through a special area that has been afforded AONB status to
protect it from the intrusions of urbanisation and commercialism. There is evidence that
drivers using the route do not respect this status, making it an often unpleasant
environment for cyclists and pedestrians who have to share the corridor with them.

10.2.5 The measures recommended in this strategy need to be prioritised, not just in terms of
cost, but also in terms of importance. Those that enable the A4128 to fulfil its role
properly and safely should be implemented first.
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